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"What's with these Bird benefit?"
you may be asking. Well, there's a
pretty simple answer we need the money.

For five years now the Bird's been
covering news and events the establish-
ment could not or would not report.
Since reorganizing our paper in J an-
uary we have expanded our circulation,
expanded our news coverage, particul-
arly of Atlanta and the South, and
generally put more into the paper.

But right now we need some
help. Last year's fire bombing of the
Bird hurt us more than we had origin-

. ally thought. Our bookkeeping records
were lost. In January of this year the
US government notified us that we
owed $5400 in back taxes. That added

to other back debts comes to a total of
$9300, and puts us in a real financial
bind.

So we've started a fundraising
campaign. We are holding some benefits
which we're hoping you'll all attend
(a little money for a lot of fun), If
you're a subscriber, please renew; if you
aren't, please subscribe. Or send a sub-
scription to a friend.

And of course we want your
support in the other ways we always nee
need-your ideas, your reactions, your
energy-to keep the Bird growing as a
vital and relevant paper.

See you at the Southeast Music
Hall, July 23.

-the bird collective
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Reverand Ralph David Abernathy announced
his resignation, Monday July 9, as President of the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC),
the black organization that was the primary force
behind the civil rights movement of the 50's and
60's but has been unable to adjust to the climate
of the 70's and has thus floundered.

Under the leadership of Martin Luther King
in the 50's and 60's the SCLC led the movement
for civil rights and the repeal of racist and segrega-
tionist laws. The black movement floundered in the
10's after the courts and new laws struck down legal-
. tic racism and discrimination. Since the late 60's
black poor, middle class and bourgeoisie have had
nothing to unite around. It was this coalition that
made up the SCLC in the 50's and 60's. King and
the SCLC fought battles in Selma, Alabama, Birm-
ingham, Greene County, Alabama, Grenada Missis-
sippi, Chicago, Illinois, and finally Memphis, Tenne-
ssee, where King was shot. After h~ 'Wa$ killed in 1968
Abernathy took over and the SCLC has been immersed
in financial.Jeadership, and political turmoil ever
since. Abernathyhas been caught in the middle and
has been haridicapped by a lack of funds, lack of sup-
port from the SCLC board.Jack of a political direction;
and he has been handicapped by the fact that no.one
could follow in the footsteps of Martin Luther King,
something many had hoped he would do.

Abernathy said the overiding reason for his res-
ignation was because the SCLC had run out of money.
Abernathy pointed out that blacks were unwilling to
finance the SCLC, "since so many black people feel
they have 'arrived' simply because they now occupy
high positions made possible through our struggles and
the struggles of other poor people but will not support
the SCLC financially and make it possible for this
organization to meet its obligations and commitments."
Abernathy said the SCLC was no longer able to employ
a staff for the programs of the SCLC. Another reason
for his resignation was that he wanted to devote more
time to his West Hunter Street Baptist Church and
his four children.

Abernathy was very bitter about the lack of
funding and pointed out that SCLC's thrust had help.
ed blacks gain economic power and move up, into
America's middle classes. But Abernathy said, these
blacks who have made it are unwilling to support the
SCLC. In his press conference Abernathy said, "If
black people are ever to be free, they must pay the
price for their own freedom." Abernathy called on
middle class blacks to support the movement. Aber-
nathy also criticized Corretta Scott King for not shar-
ing some of the money she is collecting for the con-
crete memorial for Martin Luther King with the SCLC, ~
the living memorial of King. Corretta King is amassing .8
$10 million for the Martin Luther King Center for ~
Social Change. This sum, according to SCLC sources, ~
could keep the organization going for well over ten E
years. .8

Rev. Fred Taylor, a behind-the-scenes power at ,g
0..

SCLC, laid bare the financial and political problems of
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What Next For SCLC?
the SCLC in an interview later in the day, after
Abernathy resigned. He said, "the black community is
simply not supporting SCLC now and has not support-
ed it in the past." He said that in the past northern
white liberals and foundations have supported SCLC,
but since about 1967, the SCLC has received little or
no support from these people. Taylor said that the
SCLC lost the money of northern liberals when it went
north to fight for better housing for blacks and for
equal employment. Taylor said the Southern Civil
rights movement didn't threaten these people but
civil rights for Northern blacks did threaten white
liberals. Then in 1967, when King came out aginst the
war in Vietnam, the Ford Foundation withdrew its
support, and then little by little all foundation money
and white liberal support dried up because of SCLCs
"radical" politics and pressure from the Internal
Revenue Service on the supporters of SCLC. He also
said that King's death was a factor in money sources
drying up. Another factor according to Taylor was that
SCLC did not spend money Wisely when it had it.
Taylor said he didn't want to go into specifics on that
point. Abernathy said the SCLC has total assets of
$30,000 in various stocks and bonds and a total debt
of $50,000. So since King's assassination the orgahiz-
ation has been going downhill. This picture of finan-
cial trouble painted by Taylor suggests the organiza-
tion would have had many of the same problems even
if King were still alive,

Along with this financial decline has come an
organizational decline that has muted the effectiveness
politically of the SCLC. Many have laid SCLC's demise
to the fact that it has lost touch WIth the people, that
it offers no relevant programs or a relevant ideology
to the black community, and that ijhas run short on
effecitve tactics. Taylor said that SCLC's problems
are just a shadow of the whole demise of the "move-
ment of the 60's." Well, the movement of the 60's has
has been deflated but the movement elements of the
60', havcaeett that U'vohltiQnary c~g,e is not just
around the comer as it sometime fl'peared in the
60's. Many 'have now undertaken the long hard task
of educating and organizing themselves and others in
order to bring about a socialistic revolution as their
way of carrying on the movement.

Taylor admits that the SCLC "has been unable
to adjust to the political climate of the 70's." Taylor
said, "For the past decade the enemy was obvious-
public segregation and legal discrimination." He said

i
J

that through pressure, much of it brought to bear by
the SCLC, legislation has been passed to root out
these kinds of legal and sanctioned racism. But
Taylor quickly pointed out, "The situation has not
changed, racism is still with us." As an example he
pointed out the 1954 Supreme Court decision making
segregation in public eduction illegal. But 19 years
later, "We still have segregation in public education,
right here in Atlanta."

Taylor and Abernathy both pointed out Monday
that another past thrust of SCLC has been to get
relief for the poor. But he said now he detects an
attitude among whites as well as blacks that "the poor
will always be with us." Capitalists have always
acknowledged the fact that they need a class to exploit,
so now that blacks are getting more into the system
there should be no doubt in Taylor's mind why they
too are saying, "the poor will always be with us."
In other words what is developing is a class struggle
among blacks. SCLC has been fighting poverty, and
racism but has not yet faced directly the cause of
them-capitalism. They have failed to see that under
capitalism, racism, poverty and Classexploitation go
hand in hand. Instead they have been fighting to get
blacks into the mainstream of society.

The future,.if any, of SCLC will be decided in
August when the SCLC holds its annual convention in
Indianapolis August 14-17. Taylor said the organiza-
tion will have to consider whether it is financially
able to survive and will also have to consider a new
"posture." Taylor said new directions, postures and
tactics must be considered. "We're in agony now," he
said, "We don't know what to do." "We will take a very
close look at our organization at the convention." he
said. He insisted that the SCLC would survive, "pro-
vided we are able to pull together and make some
changes." But Taylor admitted, "As for strategies for
the movement in the 70's we just don't know."

Abernathy's resignation will certainly make
many blacks and whites think about the direction the
movement should take in the 70's. Indeed a worker at
the SCLC told the Bird that Abernathy's resignation is
just a political maneuver to shake the SCLC's board of
directors out of its lethargy and get it to financially
support the SCLC and think about a new direction.
Taylor pointed out that Abernathy's resignation must
be accepted by the board. Since there is a unanimous

continued on page 23
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SECOND BATTLE OF
WOUNDED KNEE

I ,

'The Oglala Sioux assert they are a sovereign
nation, independent of the United States, as recogni-
zed by the still valid Fort Laramie Treaty of 1868.
At a historical place called Wounded Knee, South
Dakota, they demanded that the US government
honor the 1868 treaty and recognize the traditional
leaders as the true spokesmen for the Oglala Sioux.
February 27,1973, marked a new level in the struggle
for liberation within America as the Oglala people'
once again took up arms in their struggle for existence.

Downtown Wounded Knee (where four roads
meet coming from Porcupine, Manderson, Denby and
Pine Ridge) consists of about 10 buildings where the
defenders ate, slept and held meetings. This area in-
cludes the Community Center, formerly the Trading
Post and Post Office; the community clinic, formerly
a house, the only one with running water and fuel oil
heat; the Security Office, which used to be the mus-
eum where the Gildersleeves sold Indian handicrafts
to the tourists at rip-off prices.

Militarily, Wounded Knee is indefensible. It sits
in a valley surrounded by ridges on three sides and an
open valley to the south. A creek with dense foliage,
scattered small stands of pines, several large ravines,
and the night provide the only cover for a guerrilla
force.

The barren looking land of South Dakota is
very deceptive. The rolling hillsprovide numerous
gullies, canyons and ravines for cover. People who
were not afraid of the cold, who knew how to read
the.land without a map or a compass, and could guide
in on a star or a distant light kept Wounded Knee '
alive. They would walk 10 or 15 miles at-night from
drop-off points and safe areas carrying heavy packs,
taking sometimes two days to arrive. It took the
government over a month to discover our trail be-
cause it was set up and maintained by people inside
Wounded Knee and our supporters living all over the
Pine Ridge, Reservation. Our supply trains many times
passed within throwing range of the government's
bunkers and roadblocks, not only on nights of rain -
and snow but even on clear nights.

Throughout the siege the government steadily
tried to seal off the perimeter around Wounded Knee
by applying more men and equipment. APCs and jeep
patrols roamed at random across farming land and
grazing pastures as far away as Porcupine, 7 miles out,
trying to cut off the flow of people.

Against the people of Wounded Knee were set
vigilante groups and a spectacle of government agen-
cies. The offensive perimeter around the village includ-
ed over 300 marshalls and their Special Operations
Group (SOG), elite sniper teams formed in 1972 to
act as a special governmental police force to prevent
further Indian uprisings. The Federal Bureau of Inves-

tigation controlled the main roadbloacks on the Pine
Ridge and Manderson roads. The FBI also interrogated
nearly everyone captured around Wounded Knee in
the BIAjaii at Pine Ridge and conducted the govern-
ment's covert operations at Wounded Knee. The US
Border Patrol brought in special non-barking dogs to
track down and flush out people infiltrating in the
combat zone. The Bureau of Indian Affairs police
underwent a rapid militarization program.

The US Special Forces sent in advisors to assist
the marshalls and the FBI in their first para-military
operation within the United States. The Special
Forces also deployed a number of trip flares and sen-
sing devices around Wounded Knee. Tribal government
president Richard Wilson expanded his private "goon
squad" to set up tribal roadblocks, with the cooper-
ation of the FBI, w,l1epWounded Knee lawyers ob-
tained a court order preventing the FBI from blocking
food and medicine going into Wounded Knee.
Throughout the government's siege Wilson's private
vigilante force operated with impunity to terrorize the
residents of the Pine Ridge reservation. White farmers
who lease Indian land at token fees also formed sever-
al private groups to assist the marshalls.

The federal forces and their allies had at their
disposal the complete arsenal of the US war machine.
For communications they had at their command one
of the mobile field communications systems designed
for use in Vietnam. This system included powerful
hand-held units and relay equipment for contact with

their headquarters in the BIA building in Pine Ridge
15 miles away.

In the extended firefights the federal forces
were so routine in the performance of their duty they
would change a whole shift of men, by helicopter if
necessary, while the defenders of the village would be
pulling continuous duty. The government rotated
many of their personnel to Wounded Knee to give
more men a little extra pay and a chance to enhance
their careers, much as career military men went to
Vietnam.

A typical short exchange might find the gov-
ernment guns pouring in 5,000 to 10,000 rounds.
while we returned less than 50. The principle guiding
our warriors in tae battle was to conserve ammunition
and equipment, to. practice guerrilla tactics of firing
only when we had a target, not to indiscriminately
and voluminously waste resources like the government
forces.

For 71 days people came and went out of
Wounded Knee carrying supplies of food, ammuni-
tion, weapons, and information. The government oper-
ated from its stereotype of the Native American.
When we played Indian music all night, they conver-
sed on their radios about a suicide attack at dawn,
calling the music a death-dance song. They throught
we were crazy, that they had the responsibility for
the safety of the women and children in the village.
When we built fortifications around our kitchens and
sleeping quarters the government called us vandals and
saw us as destroying private property. Many times a
firefight would erupt in the middle of the still cold
nights while we were chopping firewood-the city-
oriented marshalls thought we were firing on them.
We shot a beef once in the plain sight of their
command-post and the government opened up with a
one hour barrage of indiscriminate gunfire, resulting
in one of their own weapons paralyzing for life one
of their marshalls.

During the 71 days of liberation a tribal
community came to life serving over 350 people at
one time. Our defense force was moulded under fire,
a hospital providing both western and Indian medi-
cine treated the sick and injured, communal kitchens
fed the bodies, and two Sioux medicine men guided
the people in the traditional ways of the spiritual
culture.

For two months there was no personal aggress-
ion, no problem with alcohol or drugs. Babies were
born in Wounded Knee, couples were married and a
warrior was buried in the Indian way.

Because the government's rental helicopters

•

a
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-mike raffauf

BEDFORD PINE WESTSIDE A D,
Low RENT HOUSING

The Policy Advisory Committee (PAC) for the
Bedford Pine neighborhood has reached an agreement
with the Atlanta Housing Authority (AHA) on the dis-
posal of the 80 acres of Bedford Renewal property.
According to Joe Flanigan, the PAC got essentially
what it wanted from AHA. A month ago (see Bird
June 11 & 15) the PAC had refused to go along with
an AHA proposal to dispose of the land and had gotten
the Board of Aldermen to postpone its decision to ap-
prove of the disposal of the land. What the PAC has
gotten now is a say so in the choice of a developer and
also the fact that the comprehensive design plan for
the area must be approved by the PAC. The PAC got'
the AHA to agree to require the developer to build
100 units of "low" rent housing with rents ranging
from $100 to $150. These must be built on a 32 acre
tract along with 400 uni ts of modest and middle in-
come housing, with units starting at $170.00.

But the agreement still does not benefit the
black community that now lives in the area. To com-
plete the Bedford Pine renewal tract 300 more low
income housing units will have to be torn down. There
are laws and guidelines which the AHA must follow
which prohibit it from tearing down more low income
housing than it builds back up. Some lawyers had been
thinking of filing a suit on these and other grounds but
it appears likely now that there will be no suit. And
the AHA is in the position of giving the land away
without getting anything from it. This land is worth
every bit of $200,000 an acre (nearby land has gone
for $2 million an acre). They are allowing a developer
to have it for $120,000 an acre for only a few promises
and 100 units of "low-income" housing.

But the PAC is not representative of the comm-
unity. It is composed of black ministers and a white
social worker. They apparently sold out the interests
of the community for $100,000 in the form of a grant
they will get to oversee the drawing up of the compre-
hensive development design for the area.

Another point to be criticized about the deal is
the tax shelters it provides to the developer. The de-
veloper will have up to ten years to develop the whole
80 acres. The title to the land will be retained by the
AHA until the developer is ready to develop each
tract. When the developer gets ready to develop a
tract he then takes his money to the AHA, buys the

land, and only while he is developing it does he
actually pay taxes. .

Although problems with the PAC now have been
smoothed over and a possible law suit averted a power
structure struggle has developed over the proposed
give-away of the 80 acres of Bedford Pine property. The
AHA is only asking $10.1 million for the acres or about
$120,000 an acre while land in the area has gone as
high as $2 million an acre. The reason given for the
low price is the fact that the developer must build
100 units of low income housing. Two months ago
the AHA was quietly trying~o get the board to approve
its proposal to sell the land. At that time there was
only one bidder, Crow, Pope & Land. Crow wanted
the land so they could build the World Trade Center
on it. Crow has until Oct. 3 to come up with the
private financing for the $34 million World Trade
Center or by an act of state legislature it will go to
Tom Cousins, who will get the state to finance the
center at the Omni location. If Crow doesn't get the
land (they need 10 acres for the Center) they won't
have any place to put it and by law it will go to
Cousins. So Crow in collusion with the AHA tried to
get its hand on the Bedford Pine acreage.

But since the deal has been exposed (see Bird,
June 11) other bidders have come forward, among
them Tom Counsins, Central Atlanta Progress, and
builder and developer Lee Baer. Cousins wants the
land for two reasons, to keep Crow from getting it
and to see it developed together with Cousin's 600
acre Westside Development. CAP has set up a limited
dividend company to bid on the property. Their
reasoning is the same as Cousins; they are tied to the
Omni Trade Center location and are pushing the West-
side Development. Lee Baer's motives are unknown
to us although the cheap price of the land is motive .'
enough. .

. The 600 acre Westside Development boundanes
are the Georgia Railroad tracks on the east, 1-20 on
the south, Northside Drive on the west, and North
Avenue on the North: The owners of the land present-
ly are Cousins, Coca-Cola, the Georgia Railroad and .the
city of Atlarita. The developers of the land are COUSinS,
Tom Part man, and Phipps Land Co. These developers
.want mainly to build a middle and upper income res-
idential community in these 600 acres. They want
highrise apartments and townhouses in the center
with massive commercial developments at each end of

the acreage. One massive commercial development is
planned around the Omni and the other around Coca-
Cola on North Avenue. What these businessmen, along
with the city and Chamber of Commerce are trying
to do is bring middle and upper income people back
to the city, and change the inner city from being

. predominately black to predominately white.
But these developers have run into three obst-

acles-money, black opposition and two public hous-
ing projects located on 150 acres of the tract. It will
take well over $500 million to develop this tract. .
That's a lot of money and right now they are looking
into getting $50 million in loan guarantees from
HUD's New Town program. This is not much money
when compared to the overall cost but plans are be-
ing made to try to get more than one loan guarantee
for the area approved. Robert Thompson, New
Communities Liason Officer for HUD said as far as
he knows the group is planning on asking for two
grants but said he didn't know if either one of them
would ever get approved. There is only $500 million
alloted this year for the whole US for these New
Town programs, "so there are a lot of people trying
to get them." Already one has been approved for Atlant
The-Shenandoah development has gotten a $50 million
loan guarantee. Whether they get the money or not
the 600 acres will still be developed some say.

Normally black opposition to this development
would be expected, because the whole concept of the
development is to push black people out of the central
city area and replace them with white upper and
middle class people. This development is also a threat
to Vine City black community and the AU Complex.
Next, these businessmen will be tearing down these
areas for their developments. But they have already
bought the goodwill of black leaders who can be dep-
ended on to soothe the fears and apprehensions of the
black community. A corporation of black businessmen
called Downtown West has been brought into the dev-
elopment. Among its partners are T.M. Alexandpr, Jr.,
and Dr. Herman Russell, and aldermen and land-
owners, C.V. Williamson and Ira Jackson.

A third obstacle is the presence, on 150 acres,
of the low income housing projects, Techwood Homes
and Clark Howell. There are about 1200 units in these
projects. Some of the developers are disturbed that
the presence of these low income people will inhibit
their efforts to bring upper and middle income people
back into the city. Tom Portman has even suggested
that they go so far as to tear down both projects.
His arguments according to a few people who would
talk off the record are that it is more natural for low
income people to live away from the inner city and that
the land these poor people are living on costs $150,000
an acre and so could be put to better uses. Weak argu-
ments to say the least, but Portman is supposedly
insisting. Compromises are being talked about, like just
tearing down the older Techwood Homes, but most
believe that Portman's idea could just never be sold to
the public and he may have to settle with putting a
20 foot fence around these poor so they won't tarnish
his development.

This development on the Westside is a testing
ground for the feasibility of bringing back middle and
upper income people to the city. If they come in,
blacks and low income people must go. The power
structure wants the core of their international city
inhabitied by the upper classes. Whether these upper
classes will move back into the city is questionable .
Dick Flemming. associate director of CAP said it is a
gamble. But in the long run he said it will be better
for poor people to live in the outer counties where
things are cheaper and for upper and middle income
people to move back to town where the cost of living
is higher. But it is easy to see the real reason for this
new "trend." It's just another step in the revitilization
of downtown Atlanta, and blacks and poor whites are
not needed.
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OK. I know the borders get thin when you try to
to define Jazz, Blues, Rock, and even some soul,
exclusive of each other, but calling what happened at
the Stadium last weekend the Atlanta JAZZ Festival
is an unfathomable stretch of categorical vagueness.
The developmental interdependence of these musical
forms has encouraged forgetting the categories alto-
gether. Or maybe the impossibility of trying to fit
everyone neatly into a bag puts the damper on defini-
tions.

But for lack of a better billboard to gather all
this genius under, let's call a rose a rose. The show op-
ened promptly at 8 with flutist Herbie Mann & The
Family of Mann featuring David Newman. The Family
of Mann provided a good solid frame to the hommen
with bass, piano, lead and rhythm guitars, and congas.
David Newman, a: veteran of the Ray Charles Band
who has gathered his own following in recent years,
jammed with Mann on sax and flute. If warming up
is what the first band of a series is supposed to do to
an audience, let me tell you it was hot when they left
the stage.

I was going to take this opportunity to grumble
about the price of the tickets ($10-$5.50), but consid-
ering that the show started on time (a real novelty),
the equipment changes were fast and efficient bet-
ween the acts, sound difficulties were minimal and the
stage crew professional, I think I'll restrain myself this
time. Anyway, the prices on everything are outrag-
eous these days.

After the cool flute of Mann, Rahsaan- Roland
Kirk exploded on stage, blasting it out and running it
down better than anytime I've ever seen Hank Aaron
put out there. He walked on stage in a stripped
African robe and said that Atlanta had been tight-
assed to him. "I'm here to make music. To tell the
truth. It may not be words, but it's feelings ... It's
not the lies you hear you been told everyday on tele-
vision. If you can't dig it, you can leave." Rahsaan
then proceeded to play several wind instruments,
often maintaining clearly distinct rhythms on two at
the same time, In-credible. Milking every inch of sound
halucinatable from his horn. "When you get to heaven
John Coltrane and Charley Parker goin to be there
playing on Gabriel's horn." What I love about him is
that he'll get you in the middle of some softcore
standard, stomp his foot, and excellerate to some
tight, seemingly unstructured riff. In the midst of some
particularly exciting phrase, this big, black, blind
man will shoot straight up into the air with a velocity
Cape Kennedy might learn from.

Well, that was pretty much the "JAZZ" for the
evening. Rahsaan said, "I play black music, jazz"
during the concert. I believe it is Charlie Mingus who
refers to jazz as "black classical music." I wonder
why the concert isn't just called the" Atlanta Black
Music Festival." That uppity name would probably
attract more than the 1%whi te participation that
attended this years festival. So little real jazz, but as
I said, a rose is a rose is a rose and all that. Or, as one
of the festival officials commented, "Let's call a spade
a spade.'.'

One of Atlanta's favorites (for good reasons),
the Staple Singers, were the only women scheduled to
appear on the program. The three sisters-Mavis,
Cleo, and Yvonne-along with "Pop" Roebuck Staple
are some of the most reliable people in the business for
a consistantly excellent performance. They present
their gospel-soul sermons with an effectiveness that

could put Rev. Ike out of business it they ever took
to pass-the-hat-evangelism. If Tina Turner has the
sexiest (or the most sexist) voice in rockin' soul
blues, surely Mavis has the most totally sensual. They
opened with their current hit, "We The People" and
moved non-stop through their greatest hits, "I'll
Take You There," "Respect Yourself." When Mavis
sang the gospel "He's All Right," in which she relates
that "He may not come in the morning, He may not
come in the evening, but when He gets there, He's
right on time," she left no doubt in anyone's mind of
his devine ability.

Performing last that evening was the musical
giant we knew a decade ago as little Stevie Wonder.
Stevie has survived the "Child Wonder" stigma, to
develop into one of the most able and willing voices
in soul. The hits just kept on coming after his first,
"Fingertips." He has a string of notches on his
harmonica long enough to make another chromatic
scale.

The Saturday show was called Duke Ellington
Night for some reason. It reminded me of the 1V
special, dedicated to him, called "We Love You,
Madly" in which he didn't get to perform his music at
all though all these popular musicians performed their
verson of his music. One reviewer subtitled it, "But
We Treat You Badly." In any case, he had the same
short set that everyone else did. His suave, urbane
style has kept him "King of Cool" since the early
Thirties. I really wasn't excited about seeing him, but
once he began, I wanted to go home and burn every
record produced after the Forties that lawn. I've
read all the testimonials raving about him as the most
influential resource in modern music. But if you've
ever read a PR release about anybody, you know the
same thing would be said as easily about Tiny Tim.
The Duke is for real. Imagine a classical musician who's
never heard of Beethoven, and you have some insight
into where most rock musicians are who don't know
Ellington's music. Iflt wasn't enough to have Duke

Ellington playing sonie of the greatest music I know,
he also had a young, black woman who sang a couple
of songs at the end of his set and was fantastic.
I believe he said he discovered her at the Newport Jazz
Festival, which is sponsored by the same people that
produce the Atlanta Festival. Anita Moore was her
name. She sang' with a complete musical understand-
ing and an high energy intensity. She sings in that
style of jazz phrasing popularized by Ella Fitzgerald.

Freddie Hubbard, who opened the last night,
was good. He seemedin a pissed off mood. And there
were some technical problems with the sound which can
just ruin the impetus of a performance. I have seen
him better but he was good. He said, "This is jazz.
You better listen cause you goona hear very little
of it tonight."

To prove Hubbard's point, Billy Paul was next,
"For all you women out there." He pranced out on
stage in a silver lame tux with tails and wide brim hat
looking like some country dude just arrived in town
trying to impress the natives. He became an ovemight
success with his hit, "Me and Mrs. Jones," the story
of a love affair between two married people. There
seemed to be an awful lot of people identifying with
the song. Women were screaming and shouting. I
was unimpressed.

War was next. They, too, have had a string of
recent successes which they performed. "Slipping
into Darkness," "Cisco Kid," etc. But like all the
performances they seemed too short.

Another jazz festival comes and goes. Ironically
July 21 there will be a real JAZZ Festival here that
has shied away from the word. One of the officials
from CTI Summer Festival said "people have this
whole idea when you say the word jazz. So we're
trying not to have that limited idea prejudice people
against just good music." However, the Atlanta
Jazz Festival was full both nights probably because of
the name artists. CTI Festival will present the likes °

of Jack DeJohnette, Hank Crawford, M.i1tJackson,
Johnny Hammond, Ron Carter, Ester Phillips,
and More. Sounds promising. So keep an eye out for
CTI Summer Festival and ALL THAT GRAZY JAZZ.

-lend on babalu

Rahassan Roland Kirk



ALFA
DEMANDS

EQUAL
RIGHTS

Saturday afternoon out on Mar-
ietta in front of the Journal Constitution
and who is there but 30 chanting and
singing homosexuals, two squad cars and
a patty wagon-not to mention three
security guards who keep walking back
and forth in front of the building.

ALF A and its supporters were
picketing the Constitution for its re-
fusal to cover or even announce any of
ALF A's activities. They were also pro-
testing the firing of Journal copy carrier
and gay activist, Charles St. John.

ALF A has been struggling with
the Constitution since last February
when it was part of a women's coalition,
along with groups like NOW and the
League of Women Voters, which was or-
ganized to celebrate Susan B. Anthony's
birthday. The events planned by all the
other groups in the coalition were ann-
ounced in the paper, but ALFA's were
not. In fact, the Journal-Constitution's
women's pages have a policy of announ-
cing all women's groups activities. In
not announcing ALF A events, the
papers were being blatantly discrimina-
tory.

ALP A felt that the Atlanta News-
papers had to answer to this sort of
thing and when they went to the
women's editors they found them to
be quite sympathetic. Somehow things
got bogged down when they got to the
managing editors-Jim Minter of the
Constitution and Durw.ood Mac-
Allister of the Journal. Both refused
to deal with ALFA in any-..ay ~d re-
fused to allow coverage of thei' ~veilts.
They got the same response (yom Reg
Murphy and Jack Spaulding'(see
week's Biro,).

ALF A then took to the sidewalks.
In a prepared statement, ALF A spokes-
women Vicki Gabriner said, "The
Journal and the Constitution. owned
at the top by the same men, control the
written mass media in Atlanta. They
print what fits their image of what.
Atlanta is, and they print according to
where their particular interest lie.
That was apparent for example. in
their almost complete lack of coverage
ot (he Rich's strike, since Rich's keeps
the two newspapers financially alive.
Lesbianism and male homosexuality
does not fit into their 'family image'
(especially, it seems when, as in the case
of ALF A, it would appear on the
Women's Pages)."

In a grand gesture of liberalism,
the Atlanta newspapers did cover the
picket, and actually published about
three paragraphs about it in the Sun-
day paper. When Durwood MacAllister
was contacted by the Bird he had abso-
lutely "no comment" to make.

Lt. Samples of the downtown
foot patrol (who incidentally was res-
ponsible for the arrest and beating of
Ron Carterj-said that he thought this
was a peaceful demonstration and he
throught homosexuals ought to be
allowed to do their thing. "I'm a
police, that's my thing" he said. "This
is their thin -it ought to be aUpw~9."

- - -'- .. __ ._0.

PEN V'S WORKERS
~~. STRIKE

Seems like there's people out on the employees have. Sometimes
picket lines all over Atlanta-C&S, people are forced to do overtime with
Zayre's, Kress, Hubbell Metals-to name no warning.
just a few. In fact, it's getting pretty)· Sometimes however, they are
hard to keep up with them all. shoved out the door before they work

Last Friday, 150 black workers eight hours. Very rarely do workers get
. ,I

struck at the Penny's Southeast region- ' a forty hour week, even though they're
al credit office on Peachtree St. Friday all hired as full time workers. At the
morning there was a spirited picket same time, Penney's refuses to give
line in front of the offices at Peachtree medical and insurance benefits to any-
and Fdurth St. People were singing and one who doesn't work forty hours. So
carrying signs which read, "I want the employees are usually stuck if they
more money from Penny's""Penny's have to go to the hospital or pay heavy
discriminates against the Workers." medical bills.

Like so many other racial type With the average wage for
labor disputes in the South, the strikers clerical workers being $2.00jhour, pay-
are raising two kinds of demands. First, checks are pretty low. One of the
they're demanding equality-that's strikers said that he was only earning
representative numbers of blacks be $2.35/hour, after working at Penny's
hired and promoted into all areas of for two years.
management, the birthday of Martin Willy Evans, a member of the
Luther King be recognized as a holiday, four person workers' negotiating cornm-
that Penney's deposit at least one ittee stressed the importance of their
million dollars in black owned banks, demands. They weren't striking just
that Penney's make greater use of for racial equality, but also to better
black oriented media for advertising working conditions for everyone. Evans
and other purposes. stressed the fact that the enemy was

Secondly, they've raised demands management, not the other workers.
that would benefit all of the workers. Because of this they Were really trying
Among them-a 55¢ across to get all the employees out on the
the board raise, three optional holidays, line. There were some white workers
a guaranteed forty hour week and who did walk the picket line with
better benefits. them on Friday morning, but then

Most of the people on strike are went on into work.
women. They are protesting poor work- Evans says that they will only
ing conditions such as not being allowed negotiate with the vice manager of
to have a personal phone call at work. the office-Putnam. They sent him a
Even if a woman's child is sick, she telegram in Hawaii where he's presently
can't talk on the phone until her break vacationing. In response, Putnam said
when everybody else is on the phone he'd send one of their New York boys
too. In fact, Penney's isn't really much down to talk with them. But Evans
concerned with what kind 01 home life said that they're going to hold out
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for Putnam. He's the one who is fam-
iliar with the situation and he~s the
only one who can make some changes.

On Friday and Saturday, memo
bers of a city wide Oneita Strike Supp-
ort Committee joined the picket line.
(Workers at the Oneita plant in
Anderson, South Carolina have been on
strike since last January). The committ-
ee has been boycotting Penny's, along
with Sears, Kress and K-Mart because
they buy underwear made at the plant.

In a meeting of the Penny's
strikers at the Wheat Street Baptist
Church on Friday night, the workers
agreed to work in cooperation with the
Strike Support Committee.

Once again, black workers have
taken the lead in the struggle. This
has been a characterisitc of strikes
around the country and especially in
the South. Just looking at most of
Atlanta's strikes in the past year-
Sear's, Mead, Holy Family Hospital,
Fulton Mills-they've all been lead by
black workers ..

In the South where the roots of
black oppression lie, it's not at all
surprising that this is true. Today, the
material conditions for blacks are
still worse in the South than any-
where else.

At the same time, black workers
keep pushing for unity with whites.
This comes from the understanding of
who the enemy is and the fact that black
workers can't stand alone-that this
unity is-the ultimate strategy for victory.

-paula
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Candler Park pool off Mclendon
Ave. in Little Five Points was built in
the early fifties and has, since then,
been serving the people of Little Five
Points and the neighboring Kirkwood
Community. As a resident of Little
Five Points, I can tell you that it's
really great to have a pool nearby where
for fifty cents you can go swimming.

Last year, however, there was a
drowning at the pool because the life-
guards couldn't see to the bottom of
the pool. Immediately after that, all the
lifeguards quit.

Well the condition of the water
hasn't gotten any better this year, and
the lifeguards complained several times
to the manager of the pool, Glenn
Gleaton. Finally, after making seNeral
complaints and never having any of
them dealt with, the lifeguards refused
to guard the pool.

Of the three lifeguards involved,
two had already resigned and they were
asked to leave early. The other guard
was fired for insubordination. Since
then the high school student who was
hired to clean the pool was also fired.
Apparently the city would like to
blame the murky condition of the
water on him.

A community group of parents
and concerned citizens, make up of
people from the little Five Points and
Kirkwood communities, has gotten
together to fight these conditions.

They drew up a petition and got
at least 200 signatures from the people
in the communities involved. The peti-
tion protested the murky water, inade-
quate number of lifeguards, overcrowd-
ing and no supervision of the children's
wading pool. The group has been meet-
ing with the coordinators of the Atlanta
pool system. Gary Weisner and Ray-
mond Williams. They also met with the
assistant head of the Parks Department,
Mr. Martin and Mr. AIex.ander from the
City Personnel Department. On Tues-
day, July 10, they presented their pe-
tition to the aldermanic Parks Commi-
ttee and some of their demands were ,
met.

ron carter talks
to

the bird

Don't Go
Near The
WATER!

Ron Carter, who is district coord-
inator of the Atlanta Black Panther Party,
talked with the Bird about the recent
attacks on him by the Atlanta Police
Department. At the time we were talk-
ing, he still had a swollen lip and
bruises on his arms from a police beating
on Broad Street.

This is all part of the heavy in-
crease in police attacks against the
people, an increase that has become no-
ticeable since the beginning of the year.
Last winter, Mark Bethune and Her-
bert Comer were murdered by the po-
lice. Just last month, the police killed
a black Muslim in broad daylight on
Broad St. in one of the busiest districts
in the whole city.

Lt. Holly of the "red squad" and
Chief Inman are determined to rid the
city of militants, especially black mili-
tants. Carter has been working with a

There was finally agreement that defense committee in Capitol homes
the murky water was the result of an which was organized when a fourteen
inadequate filter and the pool system year old girl was shot by patrolman
will replace it, but not until the winter. J.D. Roberts. Other members of this
Apparently a new lifeguard has been committee have also been hounded by
hired and there are now four life- the police. Plainclothes detectives have
guards at the pool, Gleaton also agreed come into their houses pretending to
to let the locker room attendant act be exterminators. They have told lies
as the lifeguard at the wading pool. about them to their neighbors-for ins-

The group however isn't satis- tance, that they were wanted for some
fied with these halfway measures. crime. One woman on the committee
They are asking that the city make a who has two children, said that she
study comparing their pool system felt these intrusions are a threat to the
with those of other large cities, in the welfare of her children.
hope that we can find some ways to Carter feels that the attacks on
improve our system. him are actually part of a nationwide

The group also wants to set up move by the government against the
a watchdog committee. Different people Party. Similar things have happened in
would go in teams and check out the Oakland, New York and Chicago.
pool, the condition of the water, the He said that the government is
number of people there, etc. These coming down on them because of the
are the kinds of actions citizens have to changes they've been making in the
take when they can't rely on the city to direction of the Party. They are trying-
do its job. to develop a grass roots political mach-
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liberation Party in Atlanta, for examp-
le, which is setting up a Community
Center and library in the Kirkwood
Community.

Carter said that the Party sees
participation in the electoral process
as a means to developing a grass roots
political organization and at the same

;::li

ine and move away from the old image-
the image that the Panthers themselves
once fostered of being gun toting and
ready to "off the pigs" at a moment's
notice.

The police would like to keep
this image alive-they don't want the
Panthers looking respectable to the -
masses of people. Why else would they
surround Carter's house in the middle
of the night to arrest him on charges
that are almost a year old? He's been
on the street and perfectly accessible to
them all this time. When Carter was

- arrested for selling newspapers on
Broad St. and did not resist arrest,
why did they beat him up anyway?

Just to show that they aren't miss-
ing any opportunities, the FBI came and
talked to Carter while he was in jail.
They wanted to make a deal-if Carter
would rat on the Party, they'd make
sure that nobody bothered him any-
more.Carter, of course, refused this
generous offer. He looks at all of this
as being one big conspiracy by the gov-
ernment to make the people forget about
the corruption of Watergate and the
desperate economic situation we're in
now.

Carter spoke about the national
attention the Party was getting due to
the campaign of Bobby Seale and Elaine
Brown in Oakland and the recent shake-
up and reorganization.

What the issues in the shake-up
actually are seem to me somewhat con-
fusing. Carter states that the main
struggle is between the paramilitary
line of Eldridge Cleaver and the build-
ing of a grass roots political machine-
such as Bobby Seale is attempting to do.
(Eldridge has been expelled from the
party for adventurism). Yet there seem
to be other organizations which have
split from the party and aren't following
this paramilitary line-the People's

photo by sunshine bright

time a way to expose the whole politi-
cal process.

The party views women as being
absolutely equal. Some of the most
prominent members,like Elaine
Brown, are women. Carter stressed
that he saw that it was important to
struggle against male chauvinism in the
Atlanta Party.

The Panthers in Atlanta plan to
do organizing in the black community.
They will also be doing strike support
as well as organizing a visit prisoners
program, a program for the elderly and
they will be involved with voter regis-
tration.

Right now the party needs mon-
ey to help set up an office. Donations
can be sent to: Black Panther Party,
PO Box 1368, Atlanta, Ga. 30301.

-paula
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AMA High Off
Drug Co's

New York- At the convention of
the American Medical Association (AM
A) held in New York in late June, it was
revealed that the AMA has invested al-
most $10 million of its retirement fund
in major drug companies. Among the
companies are Upjohn Co., $1.3 mil-
lion; Eli Lilly & Co., $1.1 million; and
Pfizer, Inc., $910,000.

Dr. James Sammons, an AMA
trustee and member of the Retirement
Fund Committee, denied that the AMA
investments constitute a conflict of in-
terest. Speaking on behalf of the com-
mittee, he said, "We not only con-
sidered it (the potential con flict of in-
terest) but the Judicial Council of the
AMA (the AMA's "ethics committee")
considered it and said it is not, since we
have no control over the companies."

But the companies apparently
have control over the AMA. At a Senate
hearing in February, three doctors from
the AMA's own Council on Drugs (now
defunct) accused the Association of be-
ing "a captive and beholden to the
pharmaceutical industry." The state-
ment referred to the $8.6 million-26%
of the total income-that the AMA re-
ceived last year from drug companies for
advertising space in its journals. .

At the Senate hearing, the three
charged that the AMA had first delayed
publication of a new guide on prescrib-

ing drugs (the AMA Drug Evaluations)
and then revised it out of usefulness.
The guide was supposed to be a com-
plete, factual and unbiased guide for
doctors, drawing on the experience of
·over 300 experts: The prescription
guide now used by most doctors, The
Physicians Desk Reference, is published
by the drug companies themselves.

At issue in the AMA reference
book was the use of the comment "not
recommended" in the evaluation of
many of the drugs. The drug companies
and some AMA board members pushed
to have the "not recommended" elirni-
na.ted. The Council on Drugs rejected
this proposal, offering to compromise
by explaining in each case why the drug'
was not recommended. This solution
was in tum rejected by the AMA. The
guide was eventually published without
the negative evaluations, and the Coun-
cil on Drugs was abolished.

Dr. John Adriani, head of the
Drug Council from 1968 through 1970
testified about the handbook at the Se.'
nate hearing. He said the board of the
AMA "had no choice but to appease the
pharmaceutical industry ," by silencing
the council. Since the only alternative
would be to sacrifice ad revenues, the
AMA abolished the Council on Drugs
in what it called an "economy measure."

-Ins

Pamela's
Defense
Mounts
-It's been over a month since a

fourteen year girl was shot in Cap-
itol Homes by Atlanta patrolman J.D.
Roberts. On Monday, July 9, the girl
was bound over for trial on charges of
aggravated assault in a detention hearing
at Fulton County Juvenile Court.

While the hearing was going on
inside the building, there were about
thirty people outside, including a num-
ber of children from the Capitol Homes
community. They walked for two hours
in the hot sun, carrying signs which
demanded justice for the girl and an
end to police violence in black commun-
ities. There was much enthusiasm and it
is clear that the people have not
forgotten what happened to a child in
their community.

The hearing came just four days
after the girl was released from the hos-
pital, having spent a total of 31 days
at Grady. As soon as she was released, she
she was taken into custody by the juven-
ileauthorities. Yet the jail didn't really
care too much about.her welfare. Even
though she was supposed to be on a
soft diet, they were feeding her hot
dogs and coca cola. She was supposed
to be taking medicine, but the medi-
cine she got in jail was from an un-
marked bottle and she wasn't getting
the pain killers she needed. As a result,
she had a severe pain in her stomach.

'The Bird contacted Barbara Wil-
liams, the girl's sister and asked her how
she felt about the way her sister had
been treated since she'd been released.
Mrs. Williams said that it was" ....just
awful. They didn't put the policeman
in jail before his trial." She also said
she felt that her sister shouldn't hav~
been charged at all. "The policeman
is the one who did the shooting, and
he should be charged," she said. Mrs.
Williams added that even in spite of
all the pain she's suffered, and ail
the trouble she's been through, her
sister is in good spirits and feels con-
fident she will be found innocent.

There was a victory at the hearing
on Monday too. The girl was released
from jail in the custody of her at-
torney, Mary Joyce Johnson. From there
she went to a girls' home in the custody
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of the Fulton County Welfare Depart-
ment for the five or six weeks before
the trial. This may not be ideal, but it's
a lot better than jail.

In the meantime the defense com-
mittee which grew up around this case,
has been working to keep public atten-
tion focused on the situation, and to
prepare for whatever is necessary to
defend the &iTt.

Several members of the defense.
committee have been harrasssed.
People leafletting downtown about a
rally were forced to leave by the police.
The neighbors of one woman have been
questioned by the police and the police
have come to her house three times. The
police ~ve surrounded the meeting
places of the committee and checked
out everyone going in. Many people
were actually searched as they came out.

. out. Most of the groups and individuals
~orking on the committee believe their
phones have been tapped.

In spite of this, the committee
is as determined as ever to defend the
girl. One woman told the Bird that
she wasn't going to let this kind of
harrassment stop her, "after all"
she asked, " ... is it right to be treated
like a criminal when you stand up for
what's right?"

In the weeks before the trial the
committee plans to do educational work
around the case in different com-
munities. Community meetings are
being planned as well as an educational
leaflet. There will also probably be a
rally before the trial.

What is most critically needed
right now is money to continue the case.
The Court reporting and most of the
legal work has been donated, but money
is still needed for other legal expenses,
such as typists. Attorneys will also
need to hire expert witnesses such as
psychiatrists and an out-of-state ballis-
tics expert-both are critical to the case.

In addition, the girl needs things .
to show that she is getting "rehabilitated"

• things like a sewing machine and '
material.

The committee is planning cer-
tain activities and suggests that sym-
pathetic groups can do some fund rais-
ing things too-like block partllls,
taking donation cans to shopping cen-
ters, dinners, and benefits. If anyone
has a sewing machine or material to
donate, it would be most apprecia-
ted. The Atlanta Voice has agreed to
let the committee use its post office box
for donations and you can write them
care of Atlanta Voice, PO Box 92405,
Station B, Atlanta, Ga. 30314.

-paula

***
IT AIN'T CHEAP FOLKS

The Labor Department's Bureau
of Labor Statistics reported on June
14 that it now requires $11,800 to sup-

. port a family of four living in a US city
on an "intermediate budget." It takes
$7,607 for a family of four to survive
on a "lower, nonpoverty level."

According to this report, the
average earnings of rank-and-file wor-
kers, based on weekly pay figures
from April, 1973, show that the pay-
checks of US workers fall $200 a year
short of the lower budget. (lns)

***
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WIted with control of nuclear research
and development, responsibility for
safety reg11lation and a mission to pro-
mote nuclear energy, is caught up in a
hopeless conflict of interests. Promo-
tion has grown to overshadow both
research and safety.

The suit represents a new dir-
ection for the Civil Uberties Union, a
move that was not made lightly. The
issue was debated for nearly a year by
the NACLU board, rejected once and
then approved on reconsideration.

Two constitutional issues emerg-
ed as the deciding factors: l.The AEC
licensing procedure evidently violates

I the process by limiting and ignoring .
citizen opposition; 2. Nuclear genera-
tion itself may represent a gross
threat to the lives and health of citizens.

-north carolina anvil

The Southern Scene

Higher
Milk
Prices

Last week a Senate panel appro-
ved a bill that would exempt the dairy
and soft-drink industries from anti-trust
laws, and allow them to raise their
prices as well.

The passage of the dairy clause
would allow the dairy industry to raise
the price of milk 8¢ a quart. The bak-
ing and grocery companies are waiting
for prices to rise on milk and soft-
drinks, so they can have-a 'precedent'
for rising their prices.

Nixon's continuing support of
the dairy industry can be traced back
to his presidential campaign in 1912.
On March 12, 1971, Secretary of Agri-
culture Clifford Hardin announced that
the price of milk would remain the '

. same for the next year. But on-March
23, Nixon met with 10 leaders ofvar-
ious milk farmers' organizations.

As a result, on March 25, Secre-

iiii5;~~tary Hardin announced that he hadchanged hi~ mind and decided to supp-
" ort a milk price increase that resulted

in an increase of $500 to $700 million
for dairy farmers in the new marketing
year.

Sources later revealed that on
March 22, the day before Nixon met
with the dairymen, a "political educa-
tion group" from a dairymen's organi-
zation had donated $10,000 to the
Republican Party.

Later, contributions from the
Associated Milk Producers, Inc., Mid
America Dairymen, Inc., and Dairy
Men, Inc., brought the total of the
dairy industries' contribution to
$422,500 for Nixon's campaign. In a
letter which is now on court record,
William A. Powell, president of Mid-
America Dairymen, wrote the follow-

Nuclear Suit ing:
Charlotte, North Carolina- The "If the dairymen are to receive

North Carolina Civil Liberties Union their fair share of the government fin-
filed suit in federal court here last Fri- ancial pie that we all pay for, we must
day in an effort to stop construction of have friends in government ... the soft
Duke Power's McGuire nuclear generat- voice of the dairy farmer is no match
ing plant on Lake Norman. for the jingle of hard currencies put in

The McGuire site is the first of a the campaign funds of the politicians
network of nuclear plants planned by .... On March 23, 197 I, I sat across
Duke and Carolina Power & Light the table from the President of the
throughout North and South Carolina. United States and heard him cornpli-

Joining the Carolina Environ- ment the dairymen ... He said, 'You
mental Study Group as plaintiffs in the people are my friends and I appreciate
action are a Charlotte area labor it.' Two days later an order came from
union and several individual area the US Department of Agriculture in-
residents. The main thrust of their ar- creasing the support price of milk."
guments is that the Atomic Energy -Ins
Commission has been consistently p.s.s-The Atlanta Constituion]
neglectful of safety requirements Journal of June IO stated that milk
in licensing nuclear generators. in Georgia may soon cost $ I .00per

Thesull charges that,the AEC<.~., ~ ..h.:H.(gllU~IJ.!' .' , ,

RNA Gets Back
Jackson, Mississippi- The presid-

ent of the Republic of New Africa
(RNA), Imari Abubaskari Obadele, has
filed conspiracy charges against city and
state officials in Jackson.

His motion, submitted in fed-
eral court June 20, states, "It was the
objective of the conspirators to use ...
both lawful and unlawful means" to
stop the operations of the RNA, and
deprive the defendant, Obadele, of his
constitutional rights. Among the con-
spirators listed are the mayor and po-
lice chief of Jackson and the state
attorney general.

The motion describes the off-
icial campaign of harassment and in-
timidation of the RNA throughout
1971. The campaign culminated in an
armed attack by police and FBI agents
on an RNA residence in the early hours
of Aug. 18.

One cop was killed and 11 RNA
people were subsequently indicted on
charges ranging from murder to trea-
son against the state of Mississippi.

Several of the RNA 11 have
already been tried and sentenced to life
imprisonment. Obadele, who is out on
bond, is slated for trial soon. His motion
calls' for dropping all charges against
the RNA 11.

-militant
Hicks Sentenced

Wilmington, North Carolina-On
June 28, Wilmington, Judge Robert
Rouse ordered Molly Hicks placed on a
maximum of two years' probation.
Hicks had been convicted the week be-
fore of being an "accessory after the
fact of involuntary manslaughter:'

Reverend Ben Chavis, a co-
defendant, was acquitted and charges
against Leatrice Hicks, Molly's daugh-
ter, were dropped when the jury could
not reach a verdict. All three defendants 's

were Black (see June 2, Bird).
The charges stemmed from a

shooting incident that occurred in the
wake of a Black uprising against
white racist violence in 1971.

-irnilitant
FLORIDA DEMO

Gainesville, Florida- Pre-trial
hearings for the upcoming trial of
eight members of Vietnam Veterans
Against the War/Winter Soldier Organ-
ization) on charges of conspiracy to
violently disrupt the 1972 Republican
Convention in Miami were held before
federal judge Winston Arnow in Pensa-
cola, Florida on June 22-23. During
these hearings it became evident that
Judge Arnow's courtroom will be a
hostile one indeed, with no end in
sight to the harassment of the Gaines-
ville 8 and VVAW/WSO.

The trial date itself was
postponed by Arnow from July 17
to July 3 I, as he felt the cou rt needed
more time to consider further pre-trial
motions. These hearings were set for
July 6 in Pensacola and their purpose
is to allow Arnow to consider implem-
enting a gag rule on the defendants to
prevent them from creating an "undue"
amount of attention around the trial.
Given the history of conspiracy trials,
the best defense one has is to publicly
expose the truth of the case and try to
amass as much public support as poss-
ible. Judge Arnow, on the other hand,
felt that the demonstrations being called
to coincide with the beginning of the
trial would impede the process of jus-
tice. The practical result of the trial
postponement is to upset plans for
public demonstrations scheduled for
Jp)'y' \Z ~ fl,lJt ~r !HIJ.a..SSmmt t th~

.....~
Food prices in a newspaper ad in February 1963.

defendants.
VVAW/WSO has decided that the

purpose of our demonstration is to draw
attention to the facts (and lack thereof)
of this case and draw support for the de-
fense. Therefore, we have also decided
to change the date of our demonstra-
tion in order to achieve the optimum of
effectiveness ..PIease help us defend
these brothers by coming to Gainesville
to voice your support from July 31 to
August 4. This brand of "justice" must
be combatted and our victory will
come only from the support of the
people.

For further information contact
your local VV AW/WSO chapter or our
National Office, 827 W. Newport,
Chicago, Illinois 60657.

Free the Gainesville 8 and all
political prisoners.

YV3.w/w 0

photo by we the people



CAIRO SITUATION GRIM
Cairo,/ll.- The recent flooding of

the great lind small river valleys of the
midwestern and southern United States
has left its own special, grim mark on
the town of Cairo, Illinois. Here, where
the March' 6, 1973, United States Com-
mission on Civil Rights Report said,
"There ~ been a breakdown of law
and justice," poor black and white resi-
dents now face the loss of their homes,
cars, schools and farmland as weD as an
impendin, summer epidemic of enceph-
alitis. .

HeaVy rains that began in April
have continued through the middle of
June. Roads and bridges to Kentucky
and MissoUri have been washed out
again and-again. People have been
forced to leave their homes and inde-
pendent and tenant farmers are aban-
doning farmland which, because of riv-
er bottom sand deposits, may not yield
another crop until fall of 1975.

In the wake of this disaster, aid
from the American Red Cross and the
Small Business Administration has been
minimal. The Red Cross has given $36,-
000 to 404 families in Alexander Coun-
ty but nearly all of this money has gone
to families with weekly incomes of $100
-ISO, mortgages on homes; cars and ap- ;

~HllIPPINE smUGGLE
Za~bOaga, The PhiliPp;neS-Sinc~ e

Presideni Ferdinand Marcos declared W
martiall~w in the Philippines in Sept- CASTLE &COOKE FOODS
ember~. 72, the most visable resis- ISW1HE
tance been that .of the Moslems of •• •
M~dan 0 and the southern Sulu island; 1>L.;ftrl')(K~
cham.· ,- 'UJ~TI'~

~

OUgh the New Peoples' Army ; PRODUCING .
(NPA) , perating in the almost entirely; D61ftBANANAS&D6IePINQPPLI
Christia areas of Luzon, north of I . PRODUCrS RlR ntE \NORI.D MAAKEIS
Manila, ave liberated some territory, :
Marcos urrently has about half of I

his 62, -member armed forces batt-
ling 'the oslem insurgents in the Sout~.

F ting with the Moslems, who i
compos about three and a half millio~
of the 3 million people in the Phili- t
ppines, roke out almost immediately I

after M rcos declared martial law and i
tried to ollect all the privately
owned ns in the country.

e uprising has been going fun
scale sin elate Feburary, with about
6,000 M lem guerrillas fighting on the!I
big islan of Mindanao and about
8,000 in the long string of Sulu islands. I

In indanao, where Moslems are i
now a m ority because of government I
coloniza .on of the area with Christian \
Filipino Marcos' forces seem to be ;
holding ieir own with the guerrillas. r

Bu Navy Commodore Gil \
Fernand z, who commands all the I
Philippine forces in the area, admits
that man~ of the Sulu islands are
totally u der Moslem control. And
Basilan Is and, that nearest Mindano,
is reported to be two-thirds liberated.

Predictably, Marcos (and the US
establishment press) portrays the Mos-
lem rebellion as a "religious war." In
fact, it is a continuation of a centuries-
long stru~le by the Moslems for con-
trol of the r homeland. Arab traders
brought Is am to the Southern Phili-

pliances. The SBA ran out of money a
month ago; even then, its policy is to
loan money to people recommended to
it by the Red Cross. The recommenda-
tions are based on the amount of flnan-
cialloss.

To poor people in Cairo, black
and white alike, this kind of aid means
nothing. Through the direction of the
United Front of Cairo, a four year non-
violent economic boycott has been car,
ried out against local merchants in order
to secure jobs, governmental, city and
county board positions for the nearly
45% of the community that is unem.·
ployed. While the boycott has been
successful in organizing Cairo and Alex-
ander County residents, and closing
down stores owned by racist merchants,
these same merchants and city officials
have not openedup jobs or local govern-
mental positions. And without jobs, or
mortgaged homes and cars, families
cannot qualify as "productive citizens"
in need of flood relief.

At the same time, on June 12,
1973, the hospital board of S1. Mary's
Hospital, the only medical facility in the
two county area, announced that it
would begin closing down its operations
on June 18 and close completely by Au-

.w ~~~~~~~~~DS
HONOlULU. HAWAII

ppines in the 14th century. It wasn't
until three centuries later that
Christianity was established by the
Spanish invaders in the Northern
Philippines.

The series of foreign conquerors
to the north, includin Americans and

gust 31.
In the wake of the floods, the ab-

sence of doctors, nurses and medical fa-
cilities could be deadly. AU over the Cai-
ro and southern Illinois area, pools of
stagnant water are providing fertile bre-
eding ground for mosquitoes. Public
health officials have expressed alarm ov-
er the possibility of an encephalitis epi-
demic. If an epidemic does begin, those
people either untouched by the flood or
aided through the Red Cross and SBA
will be able to drive to cities for medi-
cal care. As has been the case in Cairo
when it comes to jobs, food, schools,
housing and legalservices, poor people
willhave nowhere to go.

To provide relief for the people
of Cairo, the United Fronts of Chicago
and S1. Louis, the Friends of United
Front, Vietnam Veterans Against the
War, many churches, colIeges and high
schools have been collecting supplies
for the past two months. Non-perishable
food, canned goods, clothing, furniture,
blankets, books, sheets and small appli-
ances are desperately needed. Contribu-
tions, as well as requests for further in-
formation, should be sent to the United
Front, PO Box 544, Cairo, IL 62914.

-cairo united front

Japanese, began using Christian Filipinos
against the Moslems by moving them
into the Moslem's traditional lands.
This initiated a perfect "divide and
conquer" dynamic since the Moslems
were forced to fight against Christian
Filipino soldiers serving in the invader's
army.

Particularly since World War II
Mindanao has experienced a rapid influx
of Christians. From 1948 to 1963 the
population of the island increased
from 2.5 million to 5.5 million. For the
most part Christian Filipinos work in
government offices and hold other pro-
fessional jobs (teachers, clerks, etc.) or
own small stores.

At the same time foreign corpor-
ations have been assuming vast control
of the fertile Mindanao land and depri-
ving the Moslems of their traditional
means of survival. Poverty, caused by a
a severe lack of jobs, is widespread
among Moslems who are forced to fish,
do dockwork, and handicrafts or work
as farm laborers for the large corpora-
tions.

Much of the land has been leased
under nominal rent to American corpor-
ations, though huge multinational Japan-
ese companies are also a.major presence
on the island.

About 40,000 acres of land are
controlIed by the California Packing
Corporation (producer of Del Monte
canned goods) and another 25,000
acres is owned by Dole Pineapples,
which is now in the process of shift-
ing its operations from Hawaii (where
rising labor costs have reduced profits)
to the Cotabato area of Mindanao.

In addition, the northeast coast,
of Mindanao, rich in iron, nickle,
chrome, copper, gold and oil, is exten-
sivel mined b both American and

Japanese interests) some working under
the cover of dummy Philippine corpor-
ations. I

After instituttng martial law,
Marcos increased the number of oil
contracts with foseign firms, bringing
a rush to the whole of the Southern
Philippines. Chevron, Texaco and
Exxon are the.p1nciple American
firms, and severaIj,large Japanese oil
companies have rso moved in to the
area. ,

The enormjOus nickle deposits
are being mined ~y a consortium of
Japanese and US (Bank of America and
First National C' y Bank) interests.
Also present are Goodyear and Fire-
stone Rubber, e~ch with more than
25,000 acres of I nd and the Standard
Fruit Company hich has extensive
holdings in Latin America.

The East c ast of the island is
heavily wooded nd is being stripped by
Japanese logging ompanies at an alarm-
ing rate. Scientist have estimated that
at the present rati that timber and
minerals are bein removed from
Mindanao, the isl nd wilI be a desert in
20 years. Even if Illogging was halted,
it would take at I ast 100 years of un-
interrupted grow for the timber to
return to its 1953 levels.

The presen of foreign firms
on Mindanao and arcos'military
inanuevers to paci y the island's
Moslem inhabitan s is no coincidence.
Philippine Defens Secretary Juan Pone
Emile, for instanc ,is also a corporation
lawyer and major ~tockholder of Dole
Pineapple. Dole spends one cent to
harvest a PineapPI~whose juice can sell
for 70 cents to a d Har-much too
profitable a busine s to be jeopardized'
by an insurgent movement demanding
land. \

Both Goodye\ar and Firestone re-
ported a. 35% return on their invest- ,
ments in 1971, topping the list of the
American firms tha, have over $3 billio
invested in the Phili~pines all told.

-Ins '
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Put Her Down and
Orug Her Up

Anaheim, Calif-Dr. Linda Fidell
associate professor of psychology at
California State University in North-
ridge, claims that a lot of women pat-
ients are drugged instead of treated.
Her analysis of many medical and soc-
iological studies done in various parts
of the United States shows that women
are given mood-modifying drugs, such
as barbiturates, sedatives, hypnotics,
relaxants, tranquilizers, anti-depress-
ants, and pep pills, twice as often as men.

Forty-eight percent of American
women over 30 years old take mood
pills each year, said Dr. Fidell at the
53rd Annual Western Psychological
Association Convention during April.

Citing a study done in Canada,
Dr. Fidell noted that, when asked to
describe a "typical complaining patient"
72% of the doctors described a female
patient, 4% described a male and 24%
did not specify sex. "These physicians
are programmed to think of women as
hypochondriacs," Dr. Fidell said.

Fidell sees a direct link between
this "programming" and the $750 mill-
ion advertising campaign which drug
companies direct at physicians each
year. She and a colleague, Dr. Jane
Prather, studied the ads in four medi-
cal journals- The New England Journal
of Medicine, California Medicine,
Journal of American Medical Society,
and the Journal of the American Psy-
chiatric Association-over a period of
five years.

Fidell and Prather's report, en-
titled, "Put Her Down and Drug Her
Up," found that ads underrepresented

women as suffering from organic or
physical problems. "The women pat-
ients were in ads for stimulants or
tranquilizers; the men were in ads for
medicine treating specific diseases,"
noted Dr. Fidell.

"When we did see a male patient
in an ad for a tranquilizer, it was re-
commended to help him get over a
heart attack."

Pointing to an ad which read,
"Treat one .. six people benefit,"
Fidell continued, "Worst of all,
the medical problem in which a woman
was used as an advertising model often
was focused on the fact that she was
irritating to somebody because of her
complaints-and that someone was
usually her hsuband-or her doctor."

Continuing along this line,
the report finds that sex role stereo-
types are strongly reinforced. Over a
five-year period covering some 423 ads,
there was not a single example of a
woman doctor despite the fact that 7%
of the country's physians are, in fact,
female.

Nor was there a single case of a
male nurse. Furthermore, nurses al-
most invariably were depicted as
"attractive" young women. Older
women were not in evidence in the me-
dical profession, and in general, wo-
men were portrayed as housekeepers,
homemakers, clerks, telephone opera-
tors, etc. Women were never portrayed
in professional positions.

Medical statistics show that wo-
men make more visits to physicans,
have higher admission rates to general

Workers
Demand Safety

This is demonstrated by the
following ad: "The Collector: at 35
she's collected among other things,
a college degree she's never used, two
children underfoot most of the day, a
husband whose career takes him away
most of the time, a folder of unpaid
bills, and various physical symptoms-
real or imagined."

But whatever a woman's prob-
lem, physical or emotional, doctors and
drug companies have only one solution
-"Drug Her Up."

-ins
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hospitals, and use more psychoactive
drugs. However, other statistics show
that women live longer and have lower
mortality rates, and are less susceptible
to circulatory, digestive and infectious
aliments.

Consequently, Fidell and Prather
conclude that women suffer greater
stress in their assigned roles and lead
lives ofless fulftllment and greater frus-
tration. And both doctors and drug
companies contribute toward defining
and reinforcing these roles, at the
same time making money off the pro-
blems they cause.

East Boston-Last week, federal
safety inspectors were called in after
workers in Bethlehem Steel's East Bos-
ton shipyard filed a complaint With the
Occupational Safety and Health Admin-
istration (OSHA). The workers com-

I . plained that neither the management
nor their own union (Local 25, Marine
and Shipbuilders) had responded to reo
peated requests for safer working con-
ditions.

The workers charged that: the
equipment and ventilation around the
deadly sandblasting and asbestos spray-
ing operations are inadequate; paint
fumes bum and irritate them; mainte-
nance and lighting is terrible; scaffold-
ing and staging is weak; and electrical
equipment is not properly grounded.

Mr. Fred Varone, business mana-
ger of Local 25, claims that the men
who filed the complaint are "trouble-
makers" whom he knows and that any-
one who thought there were all those
violations at Bethlehem was "nuts.">. .

However, the facts say otherwise.
Six years ago a worker was nearly killed
when paint fumes inside an unventilated
tank were ignited by a light bulb and
exploded, blowing the man through a
hatch and into the air. "Jimmie was
shot out of that 18-inch hole like an
astronaut-12 feet up into the air,"
another worker said.

Asbestos dust, proven to be one
of the most dangerous industrial haz-
ards, is everywhere in the plant.
Breathing small quantities can cause
lung disease and cancer.

The dangers of asbestos have
been known for years, but Bethlehem
workers handle this material with no
protection and inadequate ventilation.
Once asbestos fibers are inside the lungs,

they can cause scarring of the tissue and
it can be 10 to 20 years before signs of
the disease appear.

At least one Bethlehem worker is
suffering from silicosis as a result of do-
ing sandblasting work there. Silicosis is
a dangerous lung disease caused by
breathing sand dust without adequate
protection.

The dangers of sandb lasting are
many. "When you're outside blasting,
you're relatively safe," one worker said,
"but when you're inside the tank, sixty
percent of the crap gets inside your
mask. The sand comes right through
the filter. You come out choking. Can't
eat your food. My eyelids are all black,
my mouth caked around the edges."

Workers must work with poison-
ous vapors from paints and solvents in
poorly ventilated areas that can cause
serious damage to internal organs. In ad-
dition, rigggings and scaffoldings that
don't' meet safety standards are rife.

Strict federal laws were passed 2
years ago, setting safe limits for the use
of dangerous materials like asbestos and
silica, and requiring the company to use
safe equipment and work procedures.
OSHA laws have been in the hands of
Bethlehem's management since May,
1971 but have never been enforced. In-
vestigation show that the company has
seriously violated regulations.

In Sparrow Point, Md., where
Bethlehem has another shipyard, it's
management was cited on February 23,
1973, for repeated serious violations of
federal regulations requiring certain
procedures with electrical equipment to
protect employees. A penalty of $10,-
000 was proposed, but no action was
taken.



THE GREAT
New Bedford. Mass. - "It says a·

bove my door, 'independent Dealer and
Owner,' but I'm a nobody-just a num-
ber. When I call up to Rhode Island to
order gas and I tell them I'm Joe Smith,
they ask me what's my number."

Joe leases his gas station from one
of the major oil companies. Joe Smith
isn't his real name, of course. He is af-
raid that if we use his real name here,
the company will harass him 'and might
eventually drive him out of business.
They put the pressure on until you eith-
er buckle under or move out.

Either way, the oil companies win.
They can always find some guy willing
to put up another six or seven grand,
take over and try his luck.

The odds are stacked against you.
Ask one of the dealers next time you
go into a gas station. Or check out how
big a turnover of "owners" there has
been at some of your local stations. "

Everyone who drives a car is a
victim of the giant oil companies. Prices
keep bounding upward and there is talk
of motorists being stranded. All of this
is supposed to be due to a gas shortage
that many people think the oil compa-
nies are causing themselves. The gas
companies are doing this because they
want to force the government to allow
them to drill off the Northwest coast.
They also want to build new refineries
without the required environmental
protections.

Shell, Mobil, Exxon and the rest
don't care any more for the dealers than
they do for the public. They have a real
system worked out. As one dealer said,
"It' my sweat and blood but the com-
paDres don't do for you what they'
should. The dealers take the high risk

BLASTFURNACE
The Blast Furnace
by Vincent Copeland
published by the Center for United la-
bor Action, 167 W. 21 St. New York,
NY 10011, 33 pp., 504

With the increased interest in rank
and me labor organizing and the clearly
seen need to combat racism among
white workers, this new pamphlet ought
to attract a wide readership.

It is the personal story of a strug-
gle in which Vincent, Copeland was in-
volved at the huge Bethlehem Steel
plant near Buffalo, NY, after World War
II. It begins with the attempt by a •
Black furnace worker to get a better job
on the all-white repair gang. It deals
with the struggle of a shop steward
against the racism of some of the white
workers. And it winds up with the pre-
dominantly Black furnace workers
joining in a strike to protest against ex-
tra work being forced on the repair gang.

It was not the final answer, but it
was a stepin the right direction. As
Copeland points out: "It wasn't the mil-
lenium .... But it was enough to show
you that things. could be different than
they are."

This is good rank and file history.
Most works on labor concentrate on
the top leadership. The working class is
represented by Sam Gompers, John L.
Lewis, George Meany. This is the be-
ginning of an antidote: labor history
from the bottom up. More should fol-
'ow.

Check it out.
, -union man

july 16.1973-/3

RIP OFF
and get a low profit:'

Another dealer had worked for 17
years as a mechanic, finally pulled to-
gether six grand and signed up with Es-
so. Now, after three years, he is taking
home only $140 a week. "It looked
good on paper," he explained.

He went on, "Before they sign
you on the company representative says
it's a cinch-and then when you start
having trouble, they say it's all your
own fault. They don't even take into
account new stations opening or a high-
way passing your place by!"

The oil companies are in the real
estate business too. The dealers pay the
company a monthly rental fee for the
station-usually with a one-year lease.
Ifthe dealers do well (and the oil compa-
nies know because they buy their sup-
plies from them), then their rent will
go up!

The lease agreement also states
that the dealer must pay the company,
a certain ~um amount for the gas-
oline-usually about $600 a m~nth-r,
no matter how little gas the station sells. ,

And then there are those extra
montly rentals for the oil racks and the
large revolving sign. One local station is
paying $40 a month just on his sign. A
large sign also means a large electric bill.

This dealer said that recently the
company sales representative complain-
ed to him that there were not enough

lights on at night. The representative
wanted every light inside and out left
on. This way the Company gets another
great billboard, but it's the dealer who
foots the bill.

In addition to all of these expens-
es, the dealers are often required to buy
their supplies from the oil companies,
even if they could get them cheaper
from other sources. This includes oil as
well as gas and accessories such as fan
belts, batteries, tires, spark plugs and
filters.

Then there are the promotions-
the free glasses and steak knives. Free
to the customers but the dealers have to
buy them from the oil companies.

That's not to say the company
actually forces the dealer to go along
with promotions. Joe says that if you
don't, the company doesn't get mad,
it gets even.

How does the company get even?
Joe told of the time they delayed for

. three days delivery of his gas. They told
, him the truck broke down. And last
year three times in a row the company
switched his order and brought him reg-
ular gas when he wanted premium,
Each time they claimed he must have
made the error when phoning in the
order.

The oil companies can also get ev-
en by being bad Iandlcrds-sdragging
their feet in maintaining the shop. If a
dealer has a broken lift they can hold

off for months before repairing it. They
can also delay sending him supplies,
maps or even credit card forms. Joe says
its a matter of constant aggrevation. You
can't live with it. They drive you out,

So whit are the chances of suc-
ceeding in the service station business?
Not good. Joe attended a management
training class with 15 other dealers.
Three years'later only 2 of them are still

.in the business.
One dealer fails and another takes

over. How can the oil companies get
away with this time after time.

Joe explains that an ice cream or
fried chicken franchise often requires a
$15,000 or 520,000 investment. A $6,-
000 service station franchise is more
within the reach of the average working
class person: How many people are there
who have worked all their lives in shops
or fixing up. cars for other people who
have always dreamed of working for
themselves? .

J !JIPd it up by sa)8ng, "Of
ten y e it-but what you have
to give of yoorself, is it worth it? You
think you are an independent dealer,
but gradually you come to realiu that
you are just another worker for the oil
company. The only difference is that
they don't guarantee you a salary, there
is no security and they don't give you
any benefits.

-for the people/Ins

'iOJR Rtvtse>
OPINIO'l,
TAAT IS...

\

,. BUT FIRST, LET'S HEAR YOUR POSITION ON THE ALASKA PIPELINE AND
GAS DISTRIBUTORS)'
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LETTERS
Prisoner's
Risihts
Union

Dear Editor,
The Federal Bureau of Prisons

refuses to recognize the right of pri-
soners in the federal prison system
from organizing and collectively barg-
aining for the improvement of the con-
ditions in prison. The prison officials
are actively refusing to permit letters
from the outside office of the Prison-
er's Rights Union to each member in
prison to be delivered; they refuse
members the right to mail dues to the
outside office; they retailiate against
members in many ways.

But these practices must soon
come to an abrupt halt. The prison
officials have been successful in ob-
taining a 60 day delay in the federal
district court that is hearing the NAT-
IONAL CLASS ACTION. However,
during that 60 day deadline, the prison
officials refused to file any answer or
pleadings of any kind, despite repeated
reminders and motions. So now we have
filed a motion for summary judgment
by default: The prison officials have
ignored and refused to answer this
motion for judgment. This means that
once we are successful in obtaining a
court hearing, the prison officials in
every federal prison and prison facili-
ties in the country must recognize the
Prisoners' Rights Union, must permit
the members to peacefully assemble
regularly, must then permit outside
visitors to be present at the meetings,
and also must enter into collective
bargaining with the union members
in each local branch todiscuss wages,
work conditions, promotions, and any
other topic that the union members
wish to discuss. This will mean a trem-
endous revolution in the prison system!
We encourage strongly all members of
the Prisoners' Rights Union to send in
their $2.00 per year membership dues
to us at once. Please send this to R.
Michael Wetherbee, attorney at law,
Minnesota Civil Liberties Union, 628
Central Ave., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
They have stated that they will now be
representing us in the future, as the
previous private attorneys have been
unable to continue without pay. This
$2.00 is to pay the expenses of the
postage, printing costs, and other such
expenses for us to be able to continue.
It takes only 7 members in each prison
to begin a local branch-President, Ad-
ministrative Vice President, Educational
Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer,
Laison Officer, and Sargeant at Arms.
Then we will send you all the things you
will need, including the courses on
CRIMINAL LAW and EVIDENCE that
were donated to us.

Let us remind you that as soon as
the federal district court grants us each
the right to collectively bargain and ne-
gotiate with prison officials, we must
use this right properly. Each officer of
the Union is advised to carefully select
the items that you will wish to nego-
tiate and do not try to win each item

immedi~tely. The federal court o?tlere\l
relief that we ask for will protect each
member from reprisals and punish-
ment as long as he conducts himself in
a peaceful and respectful manner.

The citizens on the street can
also continue to write us to give us
encouragement. If you wish to join
the union the dues are the same. We
will then direct you to the local branch
nearest you to write to and assist in
each person's manner. If you can offer
any assistance in volunteer work for
the local prisoners such as visiting and
helping an individual prisoner, we en-
courage you to do so too.

Please write Mr. Wetherbee today
and join the struggle for Justice in
prison!

photo by david jenkins

Bird has finally been allowed to reach
us once again. Up 'til now it has enjoy-
ed a complete ban from our fair (yech!)
jail. The warders feared it may somehow
corrupt our young (??) and fertile (??)
minds. Yet while putting this groovy
paper on the shit list the education de-
partment here gives us free paperback
books to enhance our education- The
Executioner (all 14 volumes), science
fiction, westerns and all the pornogra-
phy anyone can handle-foreign and do-
mestic-free!!!! This gives you an idea
of where the heads that run the joint
are coming from. However; in all fair-
ness, it must be admitted that the
squeeze has been easing up lately and
we've been gettingsome favorable type
publications- The Militant, Interconti-
nental Press, etc. Now comes the one
and only Bird. You should have dug the
rap from the dudes on the tier-were
we happy to get this sheet. It is only
the second copy that has been delivered
in the 16 months I've been here, after
being transferred from the joint in At-
lanta on a bum rap. I've been in the
"hole" here for IImonths now for
another bullshit tip-a peaceful work
stoppage in protest over a con being at-
tacked with a blackjack by a guard.
That's past history though and nothing
new. But there are over 100 of us still
locked down for it. So, keep flying the
Bird our way-it's a great rag and does
much for all of us here.

In struggle,
'Bobby D.

In Struggle,
Clovis Carl Green, Jr.

Groovy Brothers and Sisters,
Great joy abounds he re in the

(mind) "control unit" of big brother's
steel and concrete commune in Marion
llIinois (Uncle Sam's answer to Disney.'
land). Why the noises ofhappiness? The

ing
The

Dear Sir:
With reference to your May 21,

1973 issue, NATIONAL AND INTER-
NAITONAL News page, in an article
entitled, "Sweden Closed to War Res-
istors," there is another solution for
those who wish asylum in a foreign
country without the danger of ever
being forced to return to the USA.
I'd suggest you check with your att-
orney on the details, since I am not
legally trained, but I believe that it is
correct as I state in the paragraph
below.

A citizen of any country has the
option of renouncing his citizenship
while he is outside his own country.
USA citizens must appear before a
USA Consul at a Consulate in a foreign
country. When this formality is com-
pleted, one becomes a "Stateless
Person." However-one also becomes
more or less the responsibility of the
country in which he becomes stateless,
and no longer of his former country.
Thus, if one wished to prevent being
expelled from Sweden, France or any
other country, one merely renounces
his citizenship while in that country,
after having entered normally as a
tourist. It is my understanding that
Alien's Passports are issued to such
stateless persons, either by the coun-
try in which the person became state-
less or the United Nations, enabling
travel world-wide as before, but al-
ways with the proviso that, should
any other country decide to expel such
stateless person, he is returend to ·the
country in which he .became stateless
(which has to accept him) and NOT to
his country of origin.

World Service Authority in Basle,
Switzerland, also issues World Pass-
ports under the authority of Article 13,
of the U.N. Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. Gary Davis holds Pass-
port No. 0001, and has used it in cross-
ing the border between Switzerland and
France, and has visas for Saudi Arabia,
India and Afghanistan stamped in it.
It is not yet commonly recognized as
valid in mostcountries, however, even
though all signers of the document in
1948 (including the USA) are bound by
Article I3-and all the rest-as a matter
of International law , which takes
precedence over all national laws.
(It's part of a Treaty.)

I prefer that you do not use my
name in association with the above in-
formation. I am frankly terrified of the
government of this country -after the
experiences I have had with its illegal
operations and repression of the indi-
vidual. Although I am a citizen of the
USA by accident of birth and not
through the action of intelligent choice
I no longer consider myself an amerikan,
and look forward to the day when Ican
finally escape her borders permanently.
Only then will I feel free-and reason-
ably safe from repression.

Cordially,
Name Withheld

The BIRDprges you to check with a
lawyer before you take this kind of
action. If anyone has more information
we would 'apptet/~te it.' '., '.' . .
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A Doll's House
directed by Patrick Garland
lately at the Broadview

From a technical standpoint, Patrick Garland's A
Doll's House is pretty much of a bust. The cutting is
often clumsy, and the lighting shifts for no apparent
reason in the middle of a scene from dim gaslight to
orilliant full sun. Details like this suggest a murderous-
y low budget or an inept production crew or both.

In addition, the camera work is conservative in
he extreme. This is essentially a filming of a theatrical
iroduction, with a few minimal outdoor scenes thrown
n to simulate Ibsen's Norway. For long stretches, the
:ameral flashes back and forth between the faces of
he actors as they answer each other, as in the televised
noduction of a tennis match.

Yet this version of A Doll's House is very much
vorth seeing, and the unadvernturesome cinematogra-
.hy contributes, on balance, to the film's success, I
eel. A good argument can be made that plays that de-
'end primarily on psychological" confrontations be-
ween characters should be left alone, not dressed up
nth fancy cinematic trappings. I know of no more
ompletely satisfying Shakespearean film, for example,
han Olivier's Othello, which couldn't possibly make
ess use of the film medium's capabilities. By focusing
o intensely on the faces of Othello, lago, and Desde-
nona, the film, like the play, allows the audience no
eprieve from the horror that transpires among them.
t is one. of the most harrowing theatrical experiences
have ever sat through.

Similarly, by concentrating on the nuances of
.xpression that flicker across the actors' faces, Garland
nakes full use of his superb cast and wrings from Ib-
en's text its full psychological and symbolic value.
Ihis technique is especially successful in the confron-
ations between Nora Helmer, the play's protagonist,
md Dr. Rank, an old family friend in love with Nora.
n the "doll's house" Nora inhabits, people are forbid-
len to express genuine emotion or discuss unpleasant
:ubjects. It is Dr. Rank's function in the play to do
roth and so to pave the way for Nora's eventual flight
'rom the prison of her marriage.

As Nora, Claire Bloom, whom I have usually
uund mechanical and unconvincing in other roles, is
absolutely first-rate. Poised and beautiful on the sur-
face, Bloom allows twinges of anxiety to play across
aer face from the start-a subtle visual representation
of Nora's ambivalent position as spoiled, protected,
childlike wife with no ostensible worries, except for
the hidden, unconscious worry of knowing she is a non-
person as the colonizalized adjunct of her husband.

As Dr. Rank, Ralph Richardson gives one of the
great theatrical performances you'll ever see. As soon
as he enters a room, a kind of electric current passes
across the screen, ~s. will happen, whenever a particu-
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larly brilliant iJlterpretation illuminates a secondary
character, a whole new dimension of A Doll's House
is thereby opened up, with Dr. Rank right at the heart
of the play's meaning. Garland underscores the signif-
icance of Dr. Rank's deep feeling for Nora by playing
up the sexual side of her husband Torvald's desire for
her in a scene toward the end of the drama. Torvald's
clumsy carnality is the sharpest possible contrast to Dr.
Rank's delicately seductive appeal, with its implied
message to Nora to be herself.

When Nora Helmer slams the door of the doll's
house behind her and ventures into the world to find
and define herself at the end of Ibsen's play, Western
culture took a new direction in depicting women. Ma-
ny women's liberationists trace the cultural history of
their movement back to Nora's symbolic act. I had al-
ways been vaguely dissatisfied with Ibsen's way of por-
traying the domestic break. Now, however, that Ihave
come to know a contemporary Nora Helmer-their
number is legion and increasing all the time-I have a
better understanding. of what Ibsen was up to in A
Doll's House.

My friend "Nora" left her husband and three
children after considerably more than the original
Nora's eight wasted years of married life. Her "Tor-
vald," instead of patronizing her in a soothing and out-
wardly solicitous manner, did so in a sadistic and .
overtly contemptuous form. The resulg of course,
was the same. My "Nora" had no more idea than lb-
sen's who she really was. Her tastes, friends, interests
were those her husband defined for her. Her character
and personality were formed, as much as possible, on
patterns prescribed by her husband. She was, to all in·
tents and purposes, a perfect Ibsenian "doll,"

When she left her husband recently-much to
the surprise of everyone, including herself-her experi-
ences began to diverge significantly from Nora's. In-
stead of striking out forthrightly on her own. rejecting
all her husband's "reasonable" cajoleries. she found

'herself floundering abou t fo~ alternatives-Since her

/ photo by bill fibben
life, for so long, had been molded by her "Torvald,"
she was essentially without resources to begin anew.
In the play, Torvald suggests that Nora go on living
with him "as bro.ther and sister," and, after a while,
my "Nora" experimented with this possibility. Since
male domination was the only reality she knew, she
rushed from her husband's control straight to a much
younger, attractive, mindlessly macho hippie type who
will just as effectively keep her from any discoveries
about herself.

My "Nora's" story is far from over. It's hard to
forsee what direction her life will go in, but one thing
is certain-the influence of "Torvald" is far more per-
vasive than she could have imagined beforehand. The
decisiveness with which Ibsen made Nora break from
Torvald was what had always troubled me about the
play, but Isee now its great symbolic (as opposed to
psychological) accuracy. Ibsen is not so much con-
cerned with documenting how a woman can free her-
self from the tyranny of marriage as he is providing
women with a prototype to follow, however imper-
fectly.

When Nora, dressed in the expensive clothes
Helmer gave her; flounces out of his house saying, "I
don't want your money; I'm not beholden to you for
anything," the action is ridiculous on a strictly realist-
ic level. Symbolically, however, Nora has stripped her-
self naked. She knows that she is nothing, because she
is ready to confront the world in that naked condition.
In real life, few people are likely to want to take that
risk, but A Doll's House is Ibsen's challenge to enslaved
women everywhere to begin the long, arduous stumble
into personhood.

A footnote: Word is that Jane Fonda has filmed
a new interpretation of Nora Helmer, soon to be re-
leased. According to one. report, Fonda's Nora has
strong lesbian overtones. Keep your eye out for it.
Personally, I wouldn't be surprised if Bloom's delicate-
ly understated version isn't much more to my taste.

, ~bil.l cutler ',.
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The June 27 rightist coup in Uruguay marks the
beginning of a US counter-offensive against progressive
forces in Latin America.

The coup conclusively lines up Uruguay with
the pro-US bloc on the Latin American continent, led
by Brazil.

The Uruguayan coup could have been predicted.
The leftist Uruguayan magazine La Marcha charged in
mid-June, before the coup, that the appointment of
Ernest Siracusa as the new US ambassador to Uruguay
was a signal to Uruguay's militarists that they would
enjoy US support in a coup attempt. Siracusa had pre-
viously served as US ambassador to the fascist regime
in Bolivia and before that worked at subverting the
Peruvian military regime as the US representative in
lima.

'The Uruguayan coup was also aimed at settling
the severe domestic political crisis facing the country
since the beginning of this year. The origins of the
crisis lie in the gradual destruction of the country's
economic position, runaway inflation, workers' mili-
tancy, the successes of the Tupamaros guerrilla
group and the high vote polled by the leftist Broad
Front against Uruguayan President Juan Maria
Bordaberry in the 1971 elections.

A more immediate chronology of the coup
springs from the military uprising last February when
the army disapproved of Bordaberry's nomination of
the Defense Minister. The military forced Bordaberry
to withdraw the nomination and to set up a Council
of National Security to consist of Bordaberry, four
cabinet ministers and the commanders-in-chief of the
Army, Navy and Air Force. In practice the Council
was controlled by three top military leaders.

A poll taken at this time by the Uruguayan
Institute of Public Opinion showed that 60% of those
questioned believed the country was headed for an
outright military government in the near future.

It is not surprising that such a high percentage of
of Uruguayans knew that something had to give. The
inflation rate last year was almost 100%, with a 33.1 %
increase in the cost of living in the first five months of
this year. Scandals, from government bureaucratic
corruption to evidence of torture used by the military,
broke out almost daily. After revelations involving the
sale of much of Uruguay's gold reserves by the govern-
ment, the Broad Front and the country's trade union
federation, the Communist-led National Workers Con-
federation (CNT), called for Bordaberry's resignation.
The CNT also demanded across-the-board wage in-
creases of 30% to keep up with inflation.

As soon as Congress re-opened in March both
sides began testing each other. Bordaberry proposed
anti-union legislation and new repressive security
measures. He also demanded the lifting of parliamen-
tary immunity from Sen. Enrique Erro of the Broad
Front and from another opposition senator. Erro was
charged with the harboring of Tupamaros in his home
and several defectors from the guerrillas were brought
to testify.

But the real reason for the attack against Erro,
whose son is a political prisoner, was his activity in
documenting charges that the military had carried out
illegal arrests, torture and murder against opposition-
ists. He also uncovered evidence of US-involvement in

, these activities which has gradually come to light since
the killing of CIA torture-expert Dan Mitrione by the
Tupamaros. All through April and May, the Senate
hearings on Erro continued, with the legislators reo
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A broad front against government repression is

forming in France in the wake of the June 28 banning
of the Trotskyist Communist League.

The League was banned-along with the fascist
group, New Order-following June 21 clashes between
French police and demonstrators. Already, the French
Communist Party, the Socialist party, the country's
two largest union federations and practically every left
organization in France have condemned the govern-
ment action, seeing it as a prelude to the banning of

-other leftist groups.
The June 21 incident occurred when a dozen

left groups, including the Communist League, called a
demonstration in Paris to protest a meeting of the New
Order, a neo fascist organization, which was to oppose
the immigration of foreign workers, who now make
up 20% of the French labor force. The fascist meeting
drew about 1000 people, while 4000 people turned

I ••

out for the left counter-demonstration.
While marching to the meeting site, the leftists

were intercepted by police and four hours of fighting
followed, spreading all over the city. About 76 police-
men were injured in the clashes.

The next day, 700 policemen surrounded the
Communist League's headquarters, entered without a
search warrant and wrecked the offices. They claimed
to have found two guns and a hand-grenade in the
headquarters. A number of those present in the office
were taken into custody.

DUring the next week, the government began a
massive publicity campaign against the left and the
League. Police broke into about 65 apartments and
homes seeking League leaders and organizers of the
March-April student demonstrations against the select-
ive service laws. About a dozen more people were
arrested.

photo by militant

fusing to revoke immunity. Faced with the intransi-
gence of the opposition, the alliance between
Bordaberry and the military became stronger. In
April, Bordaberry appointed the three commanders-
in-chief of the services as official advisors to the
President. That same month the Council began a new
repressive wave, firing school teachers and principals
who were considered too liberal •.

By early June the crisis was coming to a head.
Members of the opposition and the two leading
bourgeois parties boycotted the meetings of the leg-
islature to prevent passage of Bordaberry's repress-
ive legislation. On June 27, Bordaberry ordered the
military to surround the Congressional Palace and he
dissolved Congress. His excuse was based on a vaguely
alleged conspiracy of the Tupamaros and others against
him but it was only the slightest pretense since the
real situation was widely understood.

Still for Uruguay, a country which last saw a
military coup 40 years ago, the action came as some-

Then, on June 28, Premier Pierre Messmer ann-
ounced the banning. Similar bannings were carried out
against 17 different leftist organizations following the
massive student worker demonstrations of May 1968.
All of these organizations were allowed to reconstitute
themselves, however, by merely changing their names.
On the new banning, Interior Minister Raymond
Marcellin said that no reconstitution of the organiza-
tions would be allowed-a direct threat to the other
16 groups banned in 1968 which could be dissolved
again.

A statement by the Communist party Political
Bureau, printed on the front page of their daily,

. L 'Humanite, said that while it had political disagree-
ments with the League, it would oppose the govern-
ment's action. It also attacked Messmer for equating
the left with fascist groups like New Order. This is a,
change in Communist policy which has often, up
until now, also equated the Trotskyists and Marxist-
Leninists with the fascists.

Alain Krivine, national leader of the Communist
League, held a press conference June 29 in the Social-
ist Party's Paris headquarters. Socialist leader Francois
Mitterand,who almost defeated President Georges
Pompidou in the recent general elections, attended te
the press conference and accompanied Krivine from
the building to prevent his arrest by police, who had
surrounded the offices. Krivine was picked up three
hours later. He is charged with responsibility for the
June 21 events and faces a possible prison sentence
of one to five years.

Meanwhile, the head of the Autonomous Feder-
ation of Police Unions, which represents about 70%
of the regular Paris police, has charged the Interior
Ministry and the police chief with helping to provoke
the fighting. He also charged that they had deliberate-
ly sent in unarmed police so that the unusually high
police casualties could be used as an excuse to ban
leftist groups. He called for public disclosure of the
relevant police and Interior Ministry documents.

In addition to being a test case for further re-
pressive moves, the banning of the League is in retal-
iation for the recent upsurge of working class and stu-
dent struggles. Protests are at their highest levels
since 1968. It might also reflect the government's
reaction to the high vote polled by the Communist-
Socialist popular front in the elections earlier this year.
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thing of a shock. While Bordaberry acted quickly to
close schools, intensify censorship and close
Congress, the CNT attempted to organize a general
strike among its half million members. Workers
occupied factories and offices but there was no armed
resistance. By June 30, military and police units
were moving to clear the factories. The CNT was
ordered disbanded and its records were confiscated.

Ironically, one of the coup's first censorship
regulations included prohibiting the media from mak-
ing any report that "directly or indirectly attributes
dictatorial goals to the executive power."

The CNT announced that it had already made
preparations to go underground and continue the
strike, which cost the country an estimated $10
million in its first three days. The government ann-
ounced that those who had organized the strikes
would be immediately arrested. As of July 3, though,
workers said they would continue the work stoppages.

A significant development immediately follow-
ing the coup was the breadth of the opposition to
Bordaberry. Not only leftists but also liberal and
moderate figures, from Sen. Wilson Ferreira Aldunate,
the liberal opposition leader and Bordaberry's main
opponent in the 1971 elections, to a number of form-
erly pro-Bordaberry newspapers opposed the coup.

While it has not been consolidated, the coup
must be seen in its full seriousness. Nineyears ago,
the Bolivian military, with US and Brazilian support,
also began its reign of terror. Now it is Uruguay's turn.
As long ago as the 1971 elections, Uruguayan leftists
exposed Brazil's plan to invade the country if nec-
essary to prevent a Broad Front victory. Brazil has
now gotten its way without this drastic step.

As a sign of continuing US support for Brazil's
sub-imperialist role in Latin-America, the Nixon ad-
ministration appointed John Crimmins as the new
US ambassador to Brazil at the same time that
Siracusa was being chosen US ambassador to Uru-
guay. Crimmins has had a long career as an intelli-
gence officer and has close ties with the CIA. He
played a key role in the US invasion of the Dominican
Republic in 1965.

This will not make Argentina feel any more
secure. Argentina is trying to counter Brazilian in-
fluence in the strategic buffer states of Bolivia and
Uruguay, by supporting opposition forces in those
two countries. Thus, when the Uruguayan coup
came, Erro was out of its reach, in Argentina. Erro
had previously met with Campora.

Argentinian support for the Bolivian left is also
.developing. Former Bolivanj>resident Juan Jose
Torres, overthrown by the 1971 rightist coup, rec-

ently visited Campora from his exile in Chile. Torres
has moved to the left in the last two years and there is
a strong possibility that the Bolivian resistance will
move its headquarters to Argentina, a better position
strategically than Chile, its present location.

The Uruguayan coup will probably put to rest
the idea that the Brazilian regime is mellowing some-
what, that its needs for export markets will cause it
to take a more cooperative view of countries with
differing social systems and governments. Ihe Brazil-
ians have hown very strongly that they can gain
markets through political domination (Bolivia,
Paraguay), through bargaining (Venezuela) and that it
hopes to do so through eventually aiding in the over-
throw of opposing regimes. The Uruguayan coup is the
first step in the latter process.

What kind of opposition can be mounted to the
coup by the Tupamaros, the C T and others remains
to be seen but with probably heavy support for Borda-
berry from the US and Brazil, their task will not be
easy.

Still, it is important to remember the scene at
Campora's May 25 inauguration in Buenos Aires.
Hundreds of thousands of people cheered Campora,
Dorticos and Chilean President Salvador Allende as the
the three went together to the Presidential Palace.
Allende and Dorticos officially witnessed the transfer
of power from the military government to Campora.

Meanwhile, Bordaberry and US Secretary of
S13te William Rogers were bottled up in a government
building under military guard. They were booed by
the people. It all told a lot about the current direct-
ion of Latin America.

-barry rubin/guardian
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In 1970, Uruguay's guerrilla org-

anization, the Tupamaros, kidnapped an
American Agency for International
Development official named Daniel
Mitrione. In return for his release the
Tupamaros demanded the release of
150 political prisoners. The Uruguayan
President refused the demands and
Mitrione was killed.

Constantin Costa-Gavras, the man
who directed "Z" and "The Confession"
was in his Paris home at the time. "I
was reading the Paris newspaper one
day and I saw these little items about
the assassination," says Costa-Gavras,
"The man (Mitrione) was presented by
Journalists in a way that was sad, and
this way people tend to forget certain
facts. It reminds me of a question
asked in a play by Anouilh, 'Who is
sadder, one widow or 3,000 widows?'
That's quite a question. Who can answer
it? Anyway, Mitrione was presented
like a functionary in one newspaper
story, then like a police officer in a
later edition, and then like a diplomat.
To me it was very strange. I started
gathering information on the assassina-
tion ... "

According to US officials Mitrione
was an expert in traffic control and
communications assigned through AID
to the Uruguayan police. Costa-Gavras
soon learned that in fact Mitrione was
connected to what one official Uruguay-
an report called, "an uncontrollable and
autonomous organization" within the
police specializing in antiguerrilla
activities through the use of systemrna-
tic torture.

Costa-Gavras turned to Franco
Solin as who wrote "Battle of Algiers"
for help in writing "State of Siege."
The two interviewed Uruguayan journal-
ists, researched AID, and even reviewed
tape recording of the interrogation of
Mitrione by the Tupamaros supplied by
members of that organization. Accord-
ing to Costa-Gavras everything in the
movie is true.

The result is a sensitive, power-
ful film describing, " ... the real nature
of US aid to small foreign countries and
the manner by which national self-
interest can evolve into repression,
terror and torture thousands of miles
away at what might be called the local
level," as Vincent Canby described it in
the New York Times. The film has
won praise from both the liberal and
radical press. The US Committee for
Justice to Latin American Political
Prisoners calls it, " one of the best this
year and one all Americans should see."
Joy Boynum commented in the Wall
Street Journal, "What is most remarkable
about 'State of Siege' is that it has re-
cognized and made crucial to its drama,
the moral ambiguities of its world; it
has allowed those it sympathizes with
the agonies of self-doubt; it has granted
those it disagrees with humanity and
intelligence. Most impressive of all, it
treats its audience with respect. It does
not coerce them to feel, but requires
that they think; it does not force them
to react but demands that they judge."

Not everyone liked the movie. It
was scheduled to open in this country
at the American Film Festival which
was being held in April in its new
theater in Washington's.Kennedy Cen-
ter. After a preview the festival's dir-
ector cancelled the showing on the
grounds that "State of Siege,"
"rationalizes an act of political assass-
ination," and that it might offend the
Kennedy family. Filmakers and critics
protested the move and 12 films were
withdrawn from the festival in protest.

The film stars Yves Montand who
starred in both "Z" and "The Con-
fession." Music is by Mikas Theodor-
skis the Greek composer whose music
has been banned by the military dictator-
ship in his country.

"State of Siege" premiers in
Atlanta on Tuesday, July 24 at 8:00 pm
in 'Broadview Plaza's Broadview II Cin-
ema. The premiere is a benefit "erfor·
mance for the prison and school deseg-
regation projects of the American Civil
Liberties Union Foundation of Georgia.
Tickets are $3.50 and can be obtained
by calling 523-5398. The film is
scheduled to open at Broadview II later
that week.

-gene guerrero



Mushroom- Chickpea Loaf them together. Add tamari or salt. A pinch (no IPOrt )
of mustard may be desired by mustard fanciers. 'Ole
mixture will probably be too stiff. Add chickpea juice
or stock (or water). Remember, succulent, but not
watery.

TIlE MUSHROOMS
This recipe calls for fresh mushrooms. Ifyou

use canned ones, you're on your own. Food co-ops
(or you individually) can get them at the farmers'
market. at Cerniglia's or Martin and Jones' (whole-
sale). (This is not to say there aren't other places.)
They cost $3.50 for a three-pound basket or $6.00
for a ten-pound box. Martin & Jones will deliver if
called the day before you want them.

Wherever you get them, wash them and chop
them up, total uncooked volume enough to fill half
the empty casserole dish.

Saute them in the same manner as the other
veggies, with oil, or if you use dairy products, butter.
Season with salt, tamari, gornasio, or whatever.

At this point you have several alternatives:
I) Mix with chickpeas, put in crust, top with

roasted sunflower seeds.
2) Make separate layers of mushroom and chick-

peas, either one on top.
In any case, bake at 350 degrees until hot, and

serve.
Although I've never made it that way, it seems

like cheese would be good in it, or strict vegetarians
could incorporate tofu (soy curd) into the chickpeas.
Your comments and suggestions are invited.

Bon appetit!
-the morningstar co-operative

First, tum the oven to 350 degrees F.
The bulk of this loaf is composed of about 1/3

mushrooms, 1/3 cooked chickpeas, and 1/3 cooked
brown rice. The amount of dry rice will double when
cooked, and chickpeas more than triple their size so
keep this in mind when preparing them. (The mu~-
rooms will shrink when cooked).

No exact measurement will be given in this re-
, cipe, only approximate proportions, because only you
know how much you want to make, and when all is
said and done, it doesn't matter anyway. Experiment
until you have a feel for what you're doing. Strict
recipies only teach you to rely on the recipie, not to
cook. The inspiration of the moment is often the most
important ingredient.
THE CRUST

Rice protein is lacking in certain essential amino
acids and so is chickpea protein. Put them together
and you get a complete protein that your body can
use.

To make the crust, put the cooked rice in a bowl.
Add a little oil, a little water, some tamari or salt (or
gemasie, roasted sesame seeds plus sea salt ground up
together), and a little whole wheat flour. Goosh this
up, good with your hands. It should be nice and gooshy,
neigher runny nor stiff (it is better to err on the side
of too juicy, however). Balance with wheat flour to
get it right. For better results, try making the rice
with soup stock or the water the chickpeas were cook-
ed in, and use that same broth, in the erust.

You may want to) »dd more things, or you may
not. In any case when : .• astes like you want it to
lightly oil a casserole dish whose volume will be li3
filled by the rice, and make a crust that covers the
bottom and comes all the way up the sides. Put it in
the oven for maybe ten or fifteen minutes. It doesn't
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really have to cook at this point, just get hot throuih.
WHAT TO 00 WITH ras CHICKPEAS

Chickpeas, garbanzo beans, peis ehices, or
Egyptian beans, whatever you want to call them,
cook them, drain them, and mask them up. It's easier
while they're still hot, but be sure to drain all the
liquid out, else you may get burned when you hit the
beans with the masher.

Now set it aside and cut up vegetables to put in
it. Carrots, onions, celery, garlic, bell pepper, what-
ever you want, in whatever proportions. Corn, squash,
scallions, water chestnuts. Whatever. For those who
are not aware of it, when it comes to garlic, a little
goes a long way. The burned tongue teaches best, but
beware of garlicing people to death.

Cut the veggies in fairly small pieces, and in a
big skillet that can be covered (iron is recommended),
with from one to three tablesppons of some kind of
unrefined vegetable oil (corn is what we use), first,
heat it up, then drop in the carrot pieces. Let them
cook maybe two rninu tes, then add the onions and
garlic. Cover. Stir often enough to keep them from
sticking (pan should be on medium to med. low
flame. Do not allow oil to smoke).

Appx. three minutes later add the rest of the
veggies and cook covered until done, maybe five more
minutes. Of course,how long it takes depends on how
highthe heat is. Veggies should be done to the point
of tenderness, but not until sogginess and gross dis-
coloration take place.

Throw them in with the chickpeas and mix
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• ,eouId you teD me WIS the president shot
at more because he eonsidered the worthwhieness of
this blank velie poem I'm about to read to you? Or did
his shooting result more from his failure to advocate his
publishinp?

INTRODUcnON
Yes, ye peoples of the world, Governor Patter-·

son of Alabama, in the U.S.A., (only partially so,
according to him) is right when he says there are
other Southerners of white complexion outside of
Alabama and Mississippi, who are in complete
sympathy with the active resisters of the freedom
riden.

This semi-poem of mine is a composite word
pidure of several of them I know who do live here in
Atlanta, Georgia.

There are citizen Kings of complexion darker
than the darkest part of Lassie other than members of
Dr. Kings family. And one of them is the other
principle.

ODE TO A PEACEMAKER
On this day, this "White Man", with his own hand,
Would knife a Citizen King,
For this Citizen King is wanting-

'Wanting at least once in a while-
To be able to come into the
Lordly presence of a "white man"
Without first having been beckoned hither

oneommand-
A Citizen King whose grandparents
Forcibly had been brought
From a distant shore for the convenience
Of other' "grandparents"
Of today's citizens of the South-
"Grandparents" who might have been
This particular "white citizen's" own.
But now, no matter from whence or where or why
This Citizen King's ancestors did come,
Whether they were, themselves, sons and

daugftters of Eve,
As, wehOpe, were ancestors of our own,
Or did a newer creation represent,
This Citizen King is one who within
This "white man's" own city has grown
And is one who with nearly an identical slur
Speaks the same English-Southern Style;
But this same "white man" would tomorrow join
His nation's corps for peace.
He would allow himself to be sent
To the same distant land
In which now still live
Blood descendants from the same stock
From whence did come the ancestors of Citizen King.
And, though he knows he wiD be operating

F. beyond IiJRits of his 0 backyn
And admittedly in thein, he will be trusting in his 'God'
To make those living there know
nat he comes only as their friend.
And this blind faith he still would have,
Had he only -00 yesterday
Washed the messy blood that had been
In the body of Citizen King
From off the lily-white skin of his own hands.
He would know his God, even in such a short time,

. Would have made those of complexions so midnight
blue in hue,

Whose friendship he would woo,
Completely believe that he had not wanted to.

• • • * *
They would somehow know that
He never, never would have killed Citizen King
Back in his own hometown,
Had not that King a citizen quit being
And a criminal become.
Of course, he would know they never would ask:
"Just what crime did ex-citizen King commit?"
They never would ask:
"Was not his worst offence just trying to be
A friend to you, as you a friend to us would be?
Was he not, only trying to do something you would

not have had
The temerity to call a crime or sin,
Had another person whose skin was as white ~ your own
Been doing as King was doing?"
Of course they would not,
They could not,
Think such thoughts.
And God would surely know,
That, because he of white skin has a greater love
And respect for life-of lesser Man's as weD as his own-
And a greater longing for peaceful ways,
Into the affairs of others, non-white
He should have the right to intrude,
Yet forbid such intrusion by them into his.

* * • * *
Had a yesterday set the time
And a lunch counter set the place
For a stool-to-stool feud

. Between Citizen King, who had wanted to prove
That a stool among the white foks
Was now truly his place
(For no longer was he that kind of fool
Who measured his manhood
Through his eagerness to fight
At any feuding word or slight);
And this particular white citizen (who was
Wanting to prove that a fighting fool
He would be willing to be
To preserve the decorum
In any white folks' eating place),
Had this yesterday proved Citizen King to be bluffing
Through his chaUenging not

A
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The co -be b said white citizen,
WhOle cry WIS "Sit, then die";
Then this .d white citizen
Still more blythely on his way would 10-
Sans invitation? It would matter not.
His ability to check validity of some "sane" would

also be,
But trust in God and other men he would have.
His mind refusing to entertain the preposterous thought
That they might ask, "Can we trust in him?"
But, oh, so sure he would be of his own determination
And his ability to succeed in convincing some would-be

"Conga-King"
That we are a nation of his friends.
Why, aU He would have to do would be
To loosely drop on the Kmg-to-be's shoulder, in so

friendly a fashion,
The same hand that would have, on a yesterday, a

Citizen King knifed,
Had this Citizen King sat
And stayed sat,
And with his other arm point to a man now with-

drawing,as
He said with candor, disarming,
Beware of yonder Russian, for an animal is all he thinks
That now you are, or could ever be,
And will never be worth, to God or to the world,
The cost of your feed, except as he, that enslaving

Russian,
Can bend you to his aim.
tittle would he dream that that
Mad Russian might return-
And a mad Russian be over
A-slander so bad that,
Considering its source,
Was a slander indeed-
To point out with such
Lucid clarity that even a Clair Luee,
As non-lucid as Governor Patterson seems to believe

her to be,
Could understand,
That, regardless of the gravity
Of this crime of Citizen King
And the severity of the punishment that should be its

mete-
Either as something still intended,
Or already past done-
His only motivation was to prove
That he, too, had graduated,
Like this white man (he hoped),
From out of the darkness
Of Savagery and its anamalistic ways.

-Winfield Pinson Woolf, Jr.
(Whose grandfather was born in Dayton,

Alabama in Marengo County)
(The same section of the State of

Alabama From whence did come the
"Autherine Lucy")

August 10; 1961
Since I first wrote this work, I have heard rumors

that may be more than just rumors. There are police
reports of the rumored incident having happened, but
the how and the- why of the happening, and the words
that were said during, before and after the happening
are still known to me only as probably accurate but
unsubstantiated rumors. But unsubstantiated or not,
these rumors are that Citizen King has had a run-in
with a young white man. This particular white man
claimed that Citizen King provoked him. Without
doubting his word in the least (if the incident happen-
ed), there are more than one hundred others who are
eager for a chance to provoke Citizen King into such
an affray, as a buD-fighter would provoke a buB that
was more interested in eating grass then in fighting a
man.

And, after such an affray, many.a one of them
would think at the time that a lie was not a lie if used
to' put a Negro in the wrong, thereby protecting a
member of the white race, even if said member was'
himself.

But fate cannot guarantee that protection to an
errant member of the white race indefinitely, when
such a misstatement is known by others to have been
made. Though trial and tribulation resulting from it
may not single him out as an individual, they will
certainly touch him as a member of the group he
sought vainly to over-protect, as they embarrass this,
his group, as a whole.

And hurt will also come to him in his own mind
whenever he reads, or hears, the very disputable, but
vaunted, boast, "If for ~o other reason the white
man is superior because he is less prone to use a lie to
gain an end, or an important victory for himself-or
his team-then members of any other race," for then
he might ask himself, "If I could lie so easily as I
have, could I be all white?"

-W.P.W., Jr.
June 12, 1962
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johnprme
"The best folksinger since Dylan!"

"The reincarnation of Hank Williams."
These two lines from friends, plus a few
casual hearings of "Sam Stone" on FM
radio, were the extent of my knowledge
of John Prine until just a few days
before he arrived in Atlanta for an
engagement at the Great Southeast
Music HaU, June 28-30. I can under-
stand the place that my friends were
coming from now that I've become an
aficionado after only two nights of real
exposure to Prine's music. In fact, I
can't grasp why I had not picked up on
his music before.

I had the good luck to get an
interview with John Prine. This inter-
view was basically a friendly talk where
both sides felt comfortable, something
of an exception to the usual pattern.

We first talked about Prine's fu-
ture plans and his feelings about tour-
ing and the out-of-suitcase, Holiday Inn
style of life it imposes on musicians. He
said he intends to take it easy this
summer, doing relatively few bookings,
and then doing a tour in Scandanavia
and the United Kingdom in the late
summer and early fall. For a couple of
good reasons, he does not find road life
as oppressive as many musicians do.
Rock people find themselves forced to
lug about masses of equipment often
weighing tons and what seems to an out-
sider the traditional Cecil B. DeMille
cast of thousands as an entourage, be-
sides miscellaneous groupies and other
hangers-on. In contrast, John gets along
with just a guitar or two in the way of

MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM

equipment, and with his wife Ann and a
good friend, AI Bunetta, who is his road
manager, which is much simpler and in
the long run more bearable, though less
frenetically exciting, perhaps.

We briefly got into politics with
a discussion of "Sam Stone," a song
abouta man who became addicted to
junk in the Anny while serving in Viet-
nam and who died of an overdose in

photo by sunshine bright

civilian life later. ("There's a hole in
Daddy's ann where all the money
goes"), which is based on people John
saw while serving in the Armym the
Sixties. He writes of the real situations
of people he sees and knows; in a so-
ciety as exploitative and alienated as
ours is, many of these songs perforce
deal with issues that are political, and
because John is a peroeptive and honest

writer, the listener is forcefully im-
pressed with political parallels to the
songs' situations. For instance, in
"Billy the Bum" the complete callous-
ness of our society to the helpless is the
political reality that frames the personal
tragedy of the crippled Billy; in
"Montgomery" the relegation of
women to secondary and unfulfilling
roles and the alienation that produces
the sense of meaninglessness so preva-
lent in capitalist societies, provide the
context for the dispair of the old wo-
man (this song, John says, came from
knowing poor white Southern emigres
to Chicago clums). In the "Great Com-
promise", a woman, who typifies
America, "Because she was alone," is
seen as oppressed and oppressor as she
is compared to the nation- "I used to
sleep at the feet of Old Glory, And
rise at the dawn's early light, But much
to my surprise when I opened my eyes
I was a victim of the Great Compro-
mise". That incidentally brings me to
Prine's sometimes magic way With
words, which is reminiscent of early
Dylan-the compact truthfullness is
sometimes stunning-like the descrip-
tion of alms to a cripple as "Cry-
pennies on Sunday moming, laugh-nick-
els on Saturday night."

We then got onto the topic of
other people who were influential to
him or whom he liked. As you might '
expect, two of the prominent influences
were Dylan and Hank Williams. He was
enthusiastic about Van Morrison,
Steve Stills, and Loudon Wainwright
as well.

Then the interview was over,
the set was heard with pleasure, and we
all went off to Riehard1s to get drunk
and hear Manfred Mann. But that's
another story.

-bed
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Don·t let "your messases
SO UP in smoke! ~R.
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$10

THE MESSAGE CENTER co.
931 Peachtree St., N.E .

On the strip between 8th and 10th
Now hiring operators. Come by or call for interview

Now, one never will.
How?
You don't have tO,have a phone
or give your nun:it;er out if you
do have one. Use our number.

Call 873-4B31 or 233-9637
for infOrmation.

Confidential and discreet 24 hour-
7'day a week service. One low charge
covers everything. Unlimited messages.
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Are you still fumbling while others are flying?
You don't need the magic touch, iust the right paper-DOUBLE WIDTH PAPER-from us, Shiller International.

The people who first brought you double-width rolling paper.
And we have a paper for every taste: BROADS, DOUBLE-o, and our first edition of the luxury rolling paper,

SHILLER'SGOLD.
Fine, slow burning, clean smoking cigarette papers-all designed for fumble-less rolling.

AVAILABLE AT FINE STORES EVERYWHERE

SHilLer ~inTernaTiona:
New York, N.Y. 10007
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-Much Ado About Nothing
July 12, 13, 18,21 (m), 26, Aug. 4,7, 10

Macbeth
,July 14, 17, 19, 20, 25, 28 (m), Aug. 2, II,

As You Like Itworld prernierf~~~CaI
July 21,14,17, Aug. 1,3 (m), 9,

. Tartllffe:rOLIERE July 28, 31, Aug. 3,~, 11 (m) ,
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SIAKESPfARE
FESTIVAL 1972
p.o.box 141 anniston ala 36265

I Ithree hours.WOUNDED KNEE On the second afternoon of this mourning per-
~ • iod the government began another fire fight which last- .
- ed continuously through the night and into the next

afternoon. In this battle the government forces tried
to drive our men out of their bunkers.

One warrior was wounded in this bunker the
next day when an M·16 round bounced around inside
the bunker, passing through the calves of both his legs.
When this happened a medic volunteered to go to his
aid under a quasi-cease-fire, She got about halfway
when Roadblock 4 reported she was carrying a rifle
and they would not allow this. RB-4 opened up on the
unarmed medic, pinning her in a ditch for two hours
before another ten minute cease-fire could be arranged.
Even then we only managed to get her back to the
security building, the man in the bunker remained on
his post )Vithout treatment until late in the afternoon
when the government ended its attack.

That same morning Buddy Lamont had been
hit in the back as he knelt to take aim on an FBI bunk-
er, the bullet after passing through his heart, shatter-
ed the stock of his rifle.

For 71 days the government tried to drive the
people off their land. They used both military force
and forked tongue negotiations. They applied techno-
logy created for the defeat of liberation forces in the
twentieth century and failed. When on May 8, 1973,
the Independent Oglala Nationa agreed to end their
armed defense of Wounded Knee in return for the US
government's promise to re-examine the original
1868 treaty, the government expected to immediately
take into custody the warriors of Wounded Knee and
their now famous stock of weapons. But what they
took possession of was a few .22s and some broken
rifles and shotguns. As the government knows, our
underground railroad was functioning until the very
end. For several nights the Wounded Knee roving pat-
rols went out on patrol, passed through the federal
lines, sometimes pausing to liberate a government
vehicle, and melted away into the belly of America.

-robert Anderson/wounded knee
information collective.

continued from page 4
were not armor-plated they made very few daring
attacks. Their boldest was the morning we received a
triple air-drop of food and supplies.

Some of the parachutes fell on the edge of our
perimeter and our warriors were retrieving them when
the FBI helicopter "Snoopy" opened fire with hand.
held M·16s. We returned fire driving off the helicopter
but a few hours later the government opened up with
a perimter-wide attack that lasted most of the day and
culminated in Frank Clearwater's death.

Clearwater had arrived the night before with his
pregnant wife. As he sat in the Episcopal church
(Wounded Knee included four churches) a machine
gun projectile came through the wall striking him in
the back of the head. Frank Clearwater was the first
Indian to die and the series of events following his
death, leading up to Larry Lamont's death, provide an
excellent example of how the government violated
every agreement made with the Independent Oglala
Nation.

When Clearwater was wounded we contacted the
government over a radio, arranging for a group of me-
dies under a white flag to bring Clearwater down to
the hospital. I t took over an hour to move him a half·
mile because the FBI bunker at Roadblock 6 continued
to fire on the ambulance and medical team, all the
way to the hespital door.

The helicopter attack and Clearwater's death
ended a 3 week period of relative calm. We went into
a four day mourning period for Clearwater and for
three days tried to arrange a meeting with Marshall
Colburn, the government's field commander, but we
were told he would see us at his convenience.

For two mornings after that, as regular as a
shift change, there were short attempts at firefights.
Being in the mourning period for our fallen warrior we
never returned fire and ~hey would stop after two or
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I I
new direction. As Taylor-pointed out, SCLC's board of
directors must take much of the blame for the demise
of the SCLC. Taylor said, "It's been ineffective, un-

,---------------., willing to provide fmancial support, and has refused
to support some things it ought to have supported,"
as in the Rich's strike which the board refused to
support in April.

It is easy to see how the SCLC board has muted
its political thrust. In the past SCLC's board was com-
posed of black ministers. Now on its board of directors
is the black upper crust and the black bourgeoisie in-
cluding basketball star Walt Bellamy, baseball player
Henry Aaron, one of America's and Atlanta's biggest
black capitalists Jesse Hill, city personnel board mem-
ber J.D. Grier, Community Relations Commission co-
chairman J.E. Lowerty (who is also the chairman of
the Board of SCLC!), plus Coretta King. There are
national figures such as Harry Belafonte and William
Fauntroy. It is no wonder these people would stiffle
the efforts of an organization committed to helping
the poor. This group of bourgeoisie could easily
raise enough money to payoff SCLC's debt of

$50,000.
It is sad for us to watch the demise of the SCLC

which has fought so hard and successfully for civil
rights. At its convention in August we hope the SCLC
recognizes the contradictions within its organization
and comes up with a program and thrust that will con-
front the real enemy of the poor and workers-
capitalism. It would be nice if SCLC's board had
black workers, the unemployed and welfare mothers
on it, in this way it would truly serve as a living mem-
orial to Martin Luther King.

-mike raffauf

continued from page 3
-

feeling that there is nobody to take Abernathy's
place they probably won't accept it unless they be.
lieve that the organization should die. There are three
people interested in the helm of the SCLC, Coretta
King, Jesse Jackson and Hosea Williams. Coretta
King would bring much needed money but she would
cripple the political thrust of the SCLC. Hosea Will.
iams has good politics but has been criticized because
he is opportunistic and doesn't know how to organize
people. Jesse Jackson of PUSH has charisma and or.
ganizational ability, but most of his political alliances
are with the black bourgeoisie.

Even if the SCLC does get fmancial support it
is unlikely that it Will. ever have the organization and
political thrust it once had, much less embark in a

RemembeR'.?
Remember when
guys wore engineer
boots and sported
ducktail hair-do's?
And gals wore
pedal pushers
and swinging
pony tails?

Remember
Hu!aHoops;
the Edsel,
Marilyn, 30-
all the fun and
fads of the
frenzied 50's?

Well, it's all here, including
those Golden-oldies performed
by the greatest stars of that
unforgettable era •••
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STARRING

Chuck Berry
Little Richard
Fats Domino

Chubby Checker
Bo Diddley

5 Satins
The Shirelles
The Coasters

Danny and the Juniors
special 'Guest star~reml Haley ~~~Comets
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'If you don't like it here in America why
don't you go back where you came from?'

TUES-THURS

& SUN $3.00

JUIr 18-22
PHILOCHS

AND THE NEW GRASS REVIVAL

Dear Friends,
I am writing you in regard'tothe

brutal and assaulting type of treat-
ment by officials against the Indians of
Leavenworth Prison, the discrimination
prejudiced type treatment occuring
day after day:

tLocked up in solitary for up to
six months with no reasons other than
minor charges or being an Indian.

tWe have a culture class here
but were told it could not operate but
every six months and that our publica-
tion Drumbeat would be cut out be-
cause of dislike of our statements on
Indians' rights.

tThe lowest paying jobs and '
bad medical care, dental also, and den-
ied legal aid or to be able to get fair '
hearings in a prison court without due
process or representation in our behalf,
on charges set up by authorities.

tThe educational needs and re-
habilitiation programs that the Indian
prisoner needs to get the full equality
that he deserves as the real American
is denied u.

tWe are denied the right to pra-
ctice our own religious beliefs.

tWe need legal assistance and
outside support by our Indian brothers
who care for the unfortunate Indian in
the prisons built by our oppressors.

We urge publicity, legal aid and
to be recognized as human beings, and
the forgotten American, the oppressed,
harrassed, and denied his rights, the
Indian.

Thank you,
John Gibbs

ATLANTA PREMIER

STATE OF SIEGE

a film by Costa-Gravas, director of "Z", with Yves
Montand and music by Mikis Theodorakis

$3.50-to benefit prison and school desegregation
projects of the ACLU Foundation of
Georiga. Call 523·5398 for ticket
iQformation

8:00 P.M. - TUESDAY, JULY 24-
BROADVIEW II CINEMA
BROADVI EW PLAZA.

TUES- THURS & SUN $2.50
FRI & SAT $3.50

JUl,Y3X-AUG.S
FIRESIGNTHEATRE

SHOWS AT 9·11 EVERY NIGHT

2511 "IDMONT RD. N.I., ATLANTA, GAo30324 .
(In I, .. dvle. " ••• )'OR TlCKIT IN'ORMATION CALL 261 ~'042

'OR RISIRVATIONS CALL 261-'64~
lOX O"'CI OPIN NOON TILLMIDNIGHT MON.·SAT.

BEER AND WlNE SERVED IN THE LOBBY

NORSEMAN-JULY 19
WEST GEORGIA-JUL Y21
SOUND OF YOUTH NIGHT-AUG. 3
NOB HILL-AUG. 4-11·18-25
IN SEPTEMBER ..• SOMETHING, NEW

,;: ,;
, / #~c;e

. WHAT'S YOUR TmNG?
. IOOIS oN IVIIlY suaJICT

MAGAZINES.".iD.UNDIIlGROUND'APIIS

opeN 8AM-' 12MIDNIGHT 7DA l'S'A WEEK
ATLANTA, 101l'EACH7'REE Sf: HE

'BOOK MART
ACROSS FROM THE EQUITABI.E BUILDING

BOOKING IN_FORMATION: 404-378-4785

~E 12th GATE PRESENTS

JAZZ ROCK
JULY 13-14
JULY 16-21' TIME

NEW TO ATLANTA

JULY 23-28

VANGUARD RECORDING ARTIST

KEITH SYKES
with-THE'PRITCHARD AVE.

BAND FROM NASHVILLE
{-
. COMING JULY 30-AUG. 4

)GARY BARTZ
& NTU TROOP

MONDAYS OPEN STAGE

SHOW BEGINS AT 9 PM

Morl.- Thun. Beer

892-9592

•
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PAULSEN
LEAKS

Pat Paulsen Leaks on Watergate
(Bird Exclusive)

"In the past year members of my
my staff and some of my most trusted
aides have become involved in what
has become known as the Holiday Inn
downtown Toledo scandal. I would like
to make it perfectly clear as I said in
my nationwide address over Dialing-for-
Dollars, that I had no idea they were
underage. Now let us get back to work;
let the bombs fall where they may.
God bless America and God bless me.
I believe that the President had no
prior knowledge of the coverup; I also

~

atlanto:s original
house of rOCK u. •
thurs-july 12 JV~.

believe in the tooth fairy. I want to state
emphatically that the President is not
inaccessible; I spoke to him yesterday.
Of course, I had to rent a room at the
Watergate and speak into the urinal ...
I got through, but the atmosphere was
strained. It is correct to state that at
this point in time it is an operative
statement that a viable alternative
would be to hire Japanese staffers who
would admit a mistake and commit
hari-kari instead of Chermans who
chust followed orders. We will with
the 8-52's from Cambodia in a pro-
tective reaction against John Dean's
house. Solutions are not the answer.

Pat Paulsen is appearing through Sunday.
July 16, at the Great Southeast Music Hall
in Broadview Plaza.

PREGNANT? NEED HELP? FOR
CONFIDENTIAL ASSISTANCE
CALL ABORTION GUIDANCE
CENTER' 524·4781

EnTfRTHflllJ
rnR.Sloonf

OJIDB~july
1:6

JOE ORTON'S

*and.~*
Going down his own road ...SIEIE_
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THE FROGS
N'aght of the Frogs
Callanwolde Project
directed by Stuart Culpepper

It would be next to impossible to
improve on Arthur Miller's "The Cruci-
ble," but an anonymous playwright al-
most succeeds in doing just that with
Callanwolde Project's first theatrical
production, "Night of the Frogs." The
play is based on the Salem witbh hunts
and mock trials of late seventeenth cen-
tury Massachusetts, as is Mdler's play,
and focuses on the maniacal paranoia
that swept through Salem leaving many
alleged witches dead, dying or damaged
for life.

It is the old story of the conflict
between good and evil, between sanity
and insanity. that makes the play work.
The full impact of this antagonism is
admirably represented by a film actor.
Bill Moses as the ostentatious Deputy
Governor Stoughton who pursues his
victims with sadistic. inexorable vicious-
ness and by Jeff Whalen as the comical-
ly agnostic Robert Calef. who repre-
sents the last hope for sanity in Salem.
It is Calef who pleads for and receives
an order from the Governor to halt

court proceedings in the village. but
not before the proceedings reach a cre-
scendo of rhetoric that prompts Stough-
ton to shout. "tis pure cacophony ...
release the trap." and two innocent peo-
ple are hanged in a dramatic climax that
has a quality of similitude that is remark-
able for the stage.

Fine performances are turned in
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She seems to be a natural actress with
an ear for dialogue, the gJllce of a
ghost, and an ability to deliver rhyth-
mic poetry with the delicate compas-
sion of any poet.

And the writing style is just that.
Poetic. The anonymous author is, in
parts, Shakespearean. He uses plays on
certain words that make the words in-
terpretive bombs set to explode with
symbolism in all directions. His attempts
at humor are successful; they are approp-
riate and not contrived. He has created
phrases that you win remember and
quote and that will last as long as any
other artistic writing by any other au-
thor.

The play is staged in the court-
yard of Callanwolde mansion, 980 Bri-
arcliff Rd. E, which presents some
technical problems. The performing ar-
ea is flat on the ground as are the first
nine rows of seats. So unless you sit very
near the front or on one of the last six
rows (which are elevated on a gradual
basis) you will have to bend your neck
a little so as not to miss some of the ac-
tion. But the quality of the action makes
this inconvenience worthwhile. And be-
ing in the courtyard has its advantages,
also. You sit under a star-studded cano-
py of summer sky and feel the evening
breeze on your face. And if you're lucky
as was the case opening night, the moon
will add to the already eerie atmosphere
of witchery by dancing in and out of
the giant trees that make Callanwolde
the beautiful mansion that it is.

With the state of our economy
today, three dollars is a helluva lot of
money that does not go far. But if you
want three dollars worth of live theater.
where actors (under the capable direc-
tion of Stuart Culpepper) give you
three dollars worth of entertainment,
go see "Night of the Frogs."

-j.d. frost

by others as well: most notably, George
Allen as Tituba, the Black slave; Linda
Cook as Abagail Williams; Kris Beatty
as Reverend Burroughs; and Rosemary
Smith as Sarah Good. It is Ms. Allen's
acting ability which carries the first
scene, that sets the mood of the play
and makes you aware that you are in
for a professional evening of theatre.

ISAAC HAYES
"LIVE /(fTHE
SAHARA TAHOE"

All the immensity and greatness
of Isaac Hayes has been laptured
"Live at the Sahara Tahoe."

It's the perfect environment to
bring out the natural feelings of
Isaac Hayes when he sings,
raps and plays his music.
It gives him a chance to become
directly involved with the people
he is performing for.

You too can be part of his
audience with the album that
captures him live.

It's a two record set with
9 new Hayes' heavies.

And some new versions of Shaft.
Look of Love, and other
Hayes' favorites.

On Enterprise Records and tapes.
ENS-2-5005 ,

•
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CLASSIFIE.DS

graphic from scribe

REFORM & REVOLU110N
• • • • •••••• •• •• • ••••
VENCEREMOS (We Will Win) is the newspaper of Venceremos
organization, a California-based, multinational, Marxist-Leninist
organization with Third World leadership. Although we are in-
volved in struggle on many fronts, our practice is only a tiny
fraction of the mass upsurge against imperialism going on in the
U.S.A. The people need a new flghting multinational commun-
ist party to sum up practice, advance theory, and lead the strug-
gle to destroy imperialism and establish a socialist society. To
help build this party, we are transforming our newspaper into
one (hopefully there will be many) vehicle 'or ~t theory and
practice. Subscribe to VENCEREMOS (S6/year, free to pri-
soners). Criticize what is wrong, use What is right Sample copy
on request. Venceremos, 1969 University Ave., East Palo Alto
California 94303.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * *

FREE FREE FREE FREE
Ten BIRDS will fly to you free if you're
interested. After that we'll mail you any
number at 10¢.a copy paid in advance and 12¢
billed. .NAME _

••• ADDRESS· ------------••: CITY S'tATE _

• •I ZIP I
I'IHE GREAT SPECKLED BIRD •
• ATLANTA COOPERATIVE NEWS PROJECT I
IP,a. BOX 7847 S'L\TION C •
• ATLANTA, GA. 30309 IL.__••••_••~••••~ __••_••_••• •

VOICES OF NEW WOMEN: A Poetry Reading of Women. Del-
mira Agustini, Zoe Best, Julia De Burgos, Wilesse Comissiong,
Sor Juana Ines De La Cruz, Gail Hall, Erica Jung, Andre Mc-
Laughlin, Gabriela Mistral, Alfonsina Stomi, Annette Town-
ley, Tina Vicenti 75 cents per copy from Everywoman's Cen-
ter, Munson Hall, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass.
01002
* * * * * * • * * • • • • * • • • * •

FREE THERO WHEELER: Thero Wheeler is a revoluticmary
brother who is currently beiDllIUbjected to the psycJlo1olicalware_ Of the Stress Program at Vacaville Meclicil facilitf.
Dem_ immediate release on parole and an end to the ltIde's
attempt te break our brother's spirit. Write Thero Wheeler
Release Committee, 565 Huriington Ave., Redwood City,
CaL 94063.• • • • • • • • * * • • • * • • • • •
The Institute for Palestine Studies has published several articles
and pamphlets on questions related to Palestine and the Mid-
dle East. A complete list is available from them at Box 329-A,
R.D. I, Oxford, PA 19363.,.• • • • * • • * * • • • • • • • • •

Slide shows, displays, speakers, literature and information
about the Peoples Republic of China available from the US-
China Peoples Friendship Association. Any groups or people
'interested call 874-5548 after 5 :30 or write PO Box 11341,
Atlanta, Ga. 30310. THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD WILL
WIN!
• • • • • • • • • * • * * • • • * • •
We can help you find right-on lawyers in other cities. National
Lawyers Guild, 872-2930.
• • • * * • * • • * • • • • • • * • •
Join the flght against Georgia Power. Find out how you can
help. Speakers and info on the "energy crisis" and what the
Georgia Power monopoly has in store for you. Georgia Power
Project, 876-0806 after work or write PO Box 1856, A1lanta
30301. .
* • • * • * • • • * * • • • • • • • •

INTERESTED IN WORKING WITH Gis AND LEARNING
PARALEGAL AND COUNSELING SKILLS? The Atlanta Mn-
itary and Draft Counseling Program (sponsored by CCCO) has
a critical need for military counselors, particularly in the ev&-
ning. Prior military or/and counseling experience helpful but
not necessary. WE'LL TRAIN YOU AND PROVIDE RE-
SOURCES. If interested, call Chet or Nini at 874-0288 or
874-1472.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • *
THE UNITED FRONT PRESS has a catalog of good pamph-
lets on the struggles of women, prisoners, GIs, Black people,
workers, China, Vietnam, etc. For a free copy write: United
Front Press, PO Box 40099, San Francisco, CA 94140.
* • • • * • • • • • • • • • * • • * •

FEMINISM AND MARXl~1'd, an examination of the woman
question from a Marxist point of view by Dorothy Ballan, $1.
SOUTHERN POPULISM AND BLACK LABOR, by Vincent
Copeland, 754. Order from World View Publishers, 46 W.
21st St., New York, NY 10010.
• .• * • • * • • • • * * • • • • • * •

PrisonetS wishing to contact Revoluationary African Organiza-
tions in Portuguese Colonies in Africa may write to FRELIMO
or PAIGe (MozambiQue and Guinea) or MPLA (Angola) in care
of Sr. Marcelino Dos Santos, OSPAAL, Maspero Editions,
Place Paul Painleve, Paris 5 France.* * • • • • • * * • • • • • * • * • •

..

WASHINGTON AREA SPARK-DC news from a Marxist-Len-
inist perspective. S6/yr. Make checks payable to Montgomery
Media, PO Box 4256, Takoma Park, Md. 20012.
* • • * • * • •. * • * • • * • • • * *

.1, J

·fhe Pfllitics of DentinNow Available! ,==]
*tre mitary & tre sa.rtt1-

*How does the U. S. govt. & ruling class
profit from heroin addiction ?A NEW

SOlJTHERN
JOURNAL

-SPEAKERS-
Brian Rifert-V. N. vet., formerly assigned
to Army security Agency in V. N., worked
with GI addicts

Don Sorsa-SWP candidate for school board,
former Chicago anti-drug activist

SOUTHERN EXPOSURE

Subscriptions $8.00 per Yll8r
Individual copies $2.00

AlllAN.or.O • WAl1l II COLLINS. DUlle "AlllR

RmElnSHl!RIIIIL .. o LEAHWlSIo HOWAIIDttOMAtJef.

...- beyond the my1h to the poIilic8l. economic: ond cultural
reality of IOU1hem people .. d southern po_. Place: The Militant Bookstore

. 68 Peachtree st., 3rd floor
.When: Fri., .July 13, 8:30 p, m,Avail~~¥U~E FOR SOUTHERN STUDIES

88 Walton Street, NW
Atlanta, Georgia 30303



PERSONAL/POLITICAL LIBERATION: books, pamphlets
and posters on women's liberation and history, alternate life-
style, third world struggles, gay liberation, anarchism, revolu-
tionary culture, you th liberation, marxism, prisons, ecology,
men's consciousness raising, etc. Write for our free catalog.
Times Change Press, Penwell-BB, Washington, NJ 07882.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • •
The People's Liberation Program are trying to build a library
that would be educational, an asset in rising the awareness of
the people. Any books, newspapers, or mapzines would be a
help to prive material for the raden in our program, on all
reading levels. People's Liberation Program, 64 Kirkwood Rd.,
Atlanta, Georgia 30317, 378-4655.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
COMRADE GEORGIE is the moving story of George Jackson,
Black revolutionary and writer who was murdered in the Cali-
fornia prisons. $2 a copy (plus 154 postage). Free to prisoners.
Published by the Red Prison Movement, Ordetlrom "overy
Street Press, 1255 Cambridge St., Cambridge, Mass. 02139.
• •• * • • • • • • ••••••••. *
Con-Cem Inc. is a non-profit, convict-founded organization
concerned with bringing about prison changes and with help-
ing people. Con-Cern Inc., Chillicothe Correctional Institute,
PO Box 5500, Chillicothe, Ohio 45601.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
LABOR'S UNTOLD STORY by BQYerand Morais, the out-
standing history of working - class struggles in America, S2.25.
POW- TWO YEARS WITH THE VIETCONG by George
Smith, $2.25. THE DEMAND FOR BLACK LABOR by Harold
Baron, historical notes on the political economy of racism,
504. CHILE-THE STRUGGLE FOR SOCIALISM by Stephen
Torgoff, 25~. WOMEN AND SOCIALISM, two articles, 204.
Order from United Front Press, PO Box 40099, San Francisco,
California 94140.
•••••••••••••••••••
CHICAGO WORKERS DEFENSE, a legal and political workers
defense program, has published The Parable of the Water Tank,
the first pamphlet in a series of pocket sized booklets. An on-
going series of pamphlets is planned, dealing with subjects like
labor unions, welfare, women, socialism, imperialism, etc. 1~
per copy (5¢ for orders of 100 or more) from Chicago Workers
Defense, 5903 West Fulton, Chicago, Illinois 60644,
• * * • • * • * * * *, * * * * * • • *
Cen tra1 Committee of Correspondence has publishec1 a revised
Mailiilg List of Movement Organizations, April 73. 111elist, ar-
ranged on a region by region basis, includes about 1500 groups
in the US and Canada, with some foreign listings. It is available
for $1 (if you have it) and is free to prisoners. The list also
comes on gummed labels for S3. Write CCC, 310 N. 33rd St.,
Philadelphia, P-A19104.
• • • • • • • • • * • * • • • * • • •
CCCO-An Agency for Military and Draft Counseling. There
are still hundreds of thousands of Americans who need an am-
nesty. Hundreds are still in prison, while thousands iIlavealready
been there. Thousands more are still AWOL, or haVf:bad dis-

.char~s, or face indictment for Selective SeRe vio;;ation.
They must be helped. Your tax-deductible contribution carl
make an immediate difference. 2016 Walnut Stteet, Philadel-
phia, PA 19103.• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Anyone in Carrollton, Ga., area who would like to contribute
to or ,subscribe to Rennaissance, the alternative press with a'
socialist perspective for the area, write to Rennaissance, PO
Box 73, Carrollton, Ga. 30117 or call Dunya, 837-2402. If
you would like a subscription, please send a contribution to
cover costs of mailing.
• • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • *

FOR SALE••••••• •••••••• • •••
Fender 'IIomolux Amp, 2-10 in, blond cabinent, $150. Morris
Rosewood Acoustic Guitar, S80. Walker Turner Table Saw,
less motor, make offer. 874-5513.• • • * • • • • • • • • • • * • • • •
New Tune-up parts cheap for Honda 305 (CB77): points, coils,
condensors, rectifier, carbureators, misc. Call Roger 875-2690.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
GAY GREETING CARDS: Catalog, 50¢ refunded with first
purchase. The Somebody We Know Factor, D.B., PO Box
47734, Atlanta, Ga. 30340.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Atlanta Crafts Cooperative
979 Peachtree St., H.E. (at 10th)

875-6940

Cheapo cheapo special get 3 gonzo grass pipes, 3 odd-ball
stash jars, and a candle. Send only SI.1 0 ~ncheck or MO to
Earth Utensils, 303 E Allegheny Ave., Phila, Pa 19134. Enclose

. this ad for free roach clip.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Nice Blue IQ-speed Bike, $3Q-good condition. 874-5782
after 5.• • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • •
FUCK HOUSEWORK' Illustrated poster, $1.50. Pierced
roach clip beaded earrings, $1.00. SoTMailorder. Box 1885.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106.• • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • •
lRAVEL• • • •• • • ••• • •••• • • • •
Rided needed to NYC. Aug 3 or 4 driving and expenses
shared. Call Bob, evenings, 892-2713.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
EUROPE' Asia, Africa Lowest Rates Available. NAS ltd.
152 W 42nd St, NY, NY 10036, (212)354-1295• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Need Riders to Washington DC, leaving July 19, Thursday,
coming back next Monday, July 23, 872-5569, Ken.••••• ••••• • • • • • • •• •
PERSONALS·...~ ..............
John King from Tampa, Fla. If you are still alive, why don't
you write to either me or wally. We all miss you, Herb.
985 1 Sappington~d., St. Louis, Mo. 63128.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Is Anyone in or near Savannah seriously interested in
discussing starting a commune? Write E. Victor Merse, 1132
Meridian Ski Dr., Savannah. Ga. 32406• * • * • • • * • • • • • • • • • • •
Pen pals needed; write Larry Robinson, PO Box 487, Fairfax,
Virginia 22030.
* * • * * * ••••• * .•• * * • * *
I want to thank all of you who have given me your financial
and emotional support. Friends are really important at a
time like this, and I appreciate you all tremendously. Vicki.
•••••••••••• *******
Anyone knowing the where abouts of Priscilla Petty, whose
last known address was Hillwood Terrace, Peachtree Garden
Apts., please inform her that Michael Reeder No. 135280
PO Box 787, Lucasville, Ohio 45648, is trying to contact her.
It is very important. She has two photos which are part of
a collection of mine and I would like for her to return them.* • • * • * * • • * • • • • • • ~ • •
WANTED* • • • • * • * * • • • • • * • * • •
25 hard working long hairs to work concert at Lake Spivey.
Call Randy 634-1890.· .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Desperately!! Window Fan or regular fans for BIRD office,
free or very cheap. And, if you've got an extra couch or two
we sure would appreciate it! 874-1658.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * •
People who have had mystical or religious experience to
participate in a research study. Call 266-1779. Weekdays
before 10 or after 6. Anytime weekends.
* * * * * • * • * * • * • * • * * * •
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DON"T ·DELAY ...
DIAL 'EM TODAY!
Aim Solidarity Committee: 876-1178,.524-4872
American-Civil Liberties Union:

Georgia Civil Liberties Union: 523-5398
Southern Regional Office: 523-2721

AWlN: 524-8397
Atlanta Alternative Therapy Project: 872-7995
Atlanta Legal Aid Spciety: 524-5811
'Atlanta Lesbianfeminist Alliance(ALFA): 524-3192
,_~nanda Marga Yoga Society: 524-6752
. At1ailta Video Collective: .
Atlanta Workshop in Nonviolence: 876-0576, 874-0881
A.dvance, mental health orthomolecular .
Black Panther Party: ~735-9500
BOND Crisis Center (Little Five Points): 523-5853
The Bridge(Metro Atlanta Mediation Center): 875-9191
CCCO (Southern Field Office): 874-0288,875-3288
Challenge Corps (High School group): 872-8987
City Jail: 659-1670
Community Crisis Center: 892-13')8
Divine Light Center: 237-5124
Emmaus House: 525·5948

. EOAlEconomic Opportunity Atlanta): 525-4262
J<iJltonCounty Drug Clinic: R92-0092
Gay Liberation Front, Ga.: 524-6911
Georgia Women's Abortion Action Coalition: 525-4066
Great Speckled Bird: 874-1658
Harbjan Singh Puri Ashram(Kundalini Yoga): 699-0253
Home, Inc.(Little Five Points): 523-3246
Hot Line Atlanta: 892-1358
Human Improvement Project(HIP):872-9034
Institute for Southern Studies: 523-6078
Laundromat: 875-6940
The Link(Sandy Springs): 256-9797
Mother's Music(concert information): 892-2344
National Lawyers Guild: 872:2930
National Organization for Women(NOW>: 436-0207
Quaker House:373-7986
Radha-krsna Temple(Hare Krsna): 892-9042
Radio Free Georgia(WRFG): 523-3471
Renewal House: 8.92-0417, 892-1922
Salvation Army Home for Girls: 873-6410
Southern Christian Leadership Conference: 522-1420
Sparticist League/Rev. Comm. Youth: 378-3893 ,
Students International MediattoTl Society: 373"8228 __
Students for a Democratic Society: 874-1222, 872-708;)1
Switchboard: 892-1358
Truckstop Boys Lodge for Runaways: 875-0184
Twelfth Gate: 892-9592
United Fann WOIXers(UFW>: 373-0268
US-ehina People's Friendship Association: 874-5548
USC for Justice for Lat. Amer. Pol. Prisoners: 876-4842
Workers Action Movement: 872-9786
Young Socialist Alliance(YSA)/Socialist Workers Party

Militant Bookstore: 523-0610
People's Yellow Pages: 522-7330

'.

Atlanta People's Yellow Pages needs listing for carpenters,
CCM)p,free schools, clinica, yoga classes, newspapers, comm-
unity centers, plumbers, free store hot lines, rideboards,
tailors, bike clubs. Everything functional, political, cheap,
handy, interestiq. 522-7330. 206 Elizabeth, 30307.· . . . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. ...
Female gas attendant. Learn about cars. J.lG Gulf. 874-9320.· .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . ......
1need information of any kind, especially biographical, re-
garding Leon Russell. Any and all will be appreciated. Write
Box 21322, Chattanooga, Tn. 37421... .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
GAY UTERATURE AND PRODUCTS WANTED-We buy
gay-oriented products and literature of a non-sexist nature.
Handicrafts with a gay motif are especially welcome. Send
samples or a catalogue with wholesale prices to: Earth Works,
1724 20th St., NW, Washington, DC 20009. Also want gay
directories, mailing lists... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ....
WRFG needs volunteers, all rac~, sexes, ages to illustrate
program guide, predict weather, type, vacuum, answer phone,
perform benefit, contact community groups, raise money,
broadcast, subscribe ($15.00 per year, tax deductible), etc.
He!p bring listener-supported people's radio to Atlanta.
Wnte Box 5332, Atlanta UA 3U3U7(523-3471)... .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Needed-people with knowledge of recording and broadcasting
equipment maintenance to volunteer at WRFG. 523-347 I... . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..
We need reporters. WRFG News needs men and women to
cover local news to do tape productions and on the air work.
No p'ay, but lotsa experience and good, clean fun. Call Jon

_Jacobs, 874-6498 or 523-3471.• * • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • * •
MUSIC CORNER• • • • • * • • * • * • • • • • * • *
Drummer wanted for rock-blues band, blub gigs. Call 266-1065.
Keep trying.,* ..
WANTED-Musicians interested in playing at a series of free-
form musical happenings at Central Library on Carnegie Way
in Atlanta. The msuic will be on ~aturdays or Sundays in Au-
gust and the fall. Any musical form OK. If interested, please
call 522-9363 ext. 40, ask for Carol Sayles.
** •••• *************
Drummer looking for working band. Call Tony Gentry, PO Box
100, Temple, Ga., 404-562-3645.
•••••••••• ***** ••••
Songwriters, groups, etc. Free recording sessions every sun~y
afternoon at Misty Valley Mini Studio. Come year yourself m
quad and meet new musicians and writers. Call 288-0297 for
info. ••••••• *.***.*** •••
Mu~icians are welcome to come and play at Morningstar Inn for
meals. (Acoustical only, please.* • • • • • * • • * * * • • • • • • *

NEW YORK CITY

·Community Crisis Center
Pregnancy .l Family Planning Clinic
40 Peachtree Place
892-1358 or 892-2492

, Tuesday, 6:30 p.m.

Consul tation of Therapeu tic Abortion
Rev. Larry Kennon
North Decatur Presbyterian Church
611 Medlock Road, Decatur
636-1069

FREE ABORTlON,COUNSELING SERVICES
ATLANTA
Atlanta Abortion Referral Group
Rev. Eugene Pickett
Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Atlanta
1911 Cliff Valley Way, NE
634-5134

Northeast Health Center Family Planning Clini"
626 Parkway Drive, NE
876-0305 .
Mon.-Fri., 8:3~9~30 a.m.;.l Thurs., 6-9 p.m.
(Doctor available to exan'line1lDd prescribe.)

·P1anned Parenthood Family Planning Clinic
118 Mrietta Street (corner of Spring)
688-9300
Tues. & Thurs., noon-7:30 p.m.; Wed. .l Fri., 9 a.m.-4:30

p.m.; and Sat., 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Women's Health .l Abortion Project
(914) 725-1292 or 725-1534 '
Mon.-Fri., 10 a.m.-l0 p.m.

HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA

Crisis Intervention Center
2327 Poinciana Street, SE
536-4869 or 539-8914
every day, 24 hours a day

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA

Clergy Consultation Service
(904) 354-2817

"'free pregnancy test

'Sisters-Please let us knQw of your good and
bad abqrtion eICperiences, so that we can keep on top
of the situation. That includes agencies, clinics, hos-
pitals, etc. Alilefters will be kept confidential if you
wish. Write us at PO Box 7847 Station C, Atlanta,
Georgia 30309.

-the women o{the-bird



FREQUENT AND REGULAR EVENTS
SAT SANG HOLY DISCOURSE. Divine Light Center.

2030 Cliff Valley Way, NE. All seekers of truth
invited to attend nitely discussions of the knowledge
as revealed by Sat Guru Maharaj Ji. 634-1495.

CLASS: KUNDALINI YOGA. 1066 Colquitt, NE.
7 pm, Tues. and Thurs. - Saturday.

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION. Wednesd'llys,
8 pm. 3615 North Stratford Road across from
Lenox Square. 262-2962.

ANANDA MARGA YOGA SOCIETY. Hatha Yoga
class (yoga postures). 1028 WiUiams-MillRoad,
10:30 am, Saturday. Collective meditation and
pot-luck meal, same place, 5:30 pm, Sunday.

FOOD: NEW MORNING FOOD CO-OP. meets the
fIrst Sunday of each month at 3: 30 pm at the
Fruit Bowl, 433 Moreland Avenue. Pick up co-op
orders there each Sunday from 3 to 5 pm. Park in
C&S lot

STONE SOUT CO-OP STORE opens 6:3~8:30 pm,
Wed; 1~12 noon, 6:3~8:30 pm Thurs; 1~12 noon Fri;
and 1:3~2 pm Saturday. 996 Virginia Avenue, near
N. Highland.
tStone Soup Executive Committee Meeting. 2nd
Monday of each month at 7:30 pm at 558 Ansley
Forest Drive, Apt 2. All members are welcome.
tStone Soup General Membership Meeting on the
Sunday fbIlowing Executive Committee Meeting
(2nd Mon. of every month) at 3 pm at Channel 17.
1018W. Peachtree, NE.

HARE KRISHNA SOCIETY. Feast every Sunday
afternoon. "Purest food in the universe."
Qasses in Bhakte Yoga - Mon., Wed., Fri., 6 pm.
Sunrise meditation everyday. At the Center,
24 13th Street, NE.

RADIO: Classical music more or less all day, everyday, '
WABE-fm, 90.1, 2:3~1 am. --.r f~

DRAFT AND MILITARY COUNSELING available at J .
848 p'tree, 3rd floor, call ahead for appointment,
10am to 6 pm or drop in Mon., Wed, or Thurs. Ir- ~
~enin~s. 7 to 10pm. 874-0288 or 875-3288. . ~. ~.

FREE MEDI~~L CLINIC: The Community Crisis ... '!J9' • .J.- - Jj\" 0
Center CllDles have moved to comer os Spring and • "I"~ ~
Peachtree Place. General Clinics are on Monday and 11/'.'5I(Jr.~"'LJ J ~
~u~~~y at 8 pm. Women's and Family Planning f__~v~1~1.Jq;8CJ'. r.. n - /'#) ~
CI.iniC IS Tuesday at 6 pm. Crisis group is on Wed. at CInC16,/ r, ~ ...
8 pm and Psychologist is available Thursday at 8 pm
(892-1358).

GAY LIBERATION FRONT. 41 Exchange Place. q., JI.'WA__ L/ »
Room 408. 524-6911. Meetings every Tuesday at : 1I~.2:'f1'fl ~ ~~
7:30pm. ~

YOGA CLASSES. Gentle, calming, individualized teaching. ~L
Quaker House. Fairview & Oakdale. Wednesday 8 pm. t:JaI.. ~~A
Thurs. 5:45, Sat. 9:30 am. Call 523-0689. " ,.J

ATLANTA ALTERNATIVE TO THERAPY PROJECT (AATP) M".,;J;;,"UrJ1"t~~Al'~I·.
"Therapy is change, not adjustment." For anyone with • -....,._l
questions, wanting attention to problems, wishing to 1/
share love, company, skills, or support, our offIce is vetlt.i.J ulan nraJ~!t.fo~~'r~;r;'-,'I~~'-....~JJDJ,~..~l~f.,~''"J\ 'open 6-10 pm everyday. No fees. 956 Juniper Street - f1I1AItYlI1 J! t
(over the BIRD) 872-7995. Groups open to new mem-
bers: (1) open encounter, Thurs., 8 pm (2) pot luck /1
supper, Sun. 7:30, call for info. (3) general meeting, ~. ....,. ~It./\:':..._..-:"~fA rt1:), :-:,"'- '\','J i._
Sun., 8:30. pm (4) new womert's group, Wed., 7: 30 pm ~""\'\~-' IT rr-., "j/l.
(5) Se~uallty, Tues., 8 pm (6) New Dream group fOrming,~!\ ~~I'" , )'0""
tentative Tues., 8 pm. Other groups forming: astrology (. \ (~
& Personality-call for information. Peer counseling -~~"'~ •. •. / .. ; rlf. .
for individuals, couples, adn families available. ~ ,\~:';' j \ \ _' ~j.\

... ------ ..... ~,,~.L.:,lt . " ~"-n ~:~#
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THURSDAY, JULY 12

ARTS & CRAFTS: (for grades 407) at 2:30 pm. Also "Cous-
teaus Sunken Treasure and Sharks" Stewart Lakewood
Public Library. '

FILM: Ingmar Bergman's "THE VIRGIN SPRING" (if you
can't get the full effect from tv) at Emory U, Coke
Lounge of AMUC. 75¢.
t"PROMISE HER ANYTING" at Summerhill Mechanics-
ville Public Library. 5 pm, free. '
t"A RAISIN IN THE SUN,""HOW RED BERRY SAVED
WHITE MAN FROM SINGING THE BLUES"-for ages
6-12.Kirkwood Public Library. 5 pm.
t"EMPERAU THE K1TE,.... ANANSI," and "ELEPHANT
BABY"-(for ages 5-12), Greenbriar Public Library 3:30.
r'DR. DOOLITTLE"-(for ages 6-12), Grant Park Public
Library, 4:30 pm,

TV: "Abraham Lincoln"-the first talking picture make by
the master of the silents, DW Griffith this little-known
~~terp~ece .stars Walter .Huston as Li~coln. 8pm, ch. 8.
t A VISit WIth Good Neighbors: Country Music"-Two
generous help!ngs of rural sound; country style of Doc
Watson and his son Merle and the bluegrass music and
comedy of the Dillards. 9'30 pm, ch. 8.
[ Buck Rogers v. Lost Planet Airmen-"Broken Barriers"
an escape from a deadly filament-ray helmet and a sur-

p~,iseair raid face Buck. 10:30 pm, ch. 8.
t MY ~ROTHE~ JONATHAN"-a smalltown doctor who
works tirelessly WIth the poor, ignoring his own problems
until they suddeDly demaiiil attention. (1947) 1 pm
ch, 17 (1 am also) , ,
t"RUSSIA UNDER STALIN"-The course of Our
Times, 7 pm, ch. 8. .

FRIDAY, JULY 13

Moon enters Capricorn 5:45 am

GREEK I1~HELLAS- Dance, socialize or just have fun. Bring
somethm¥ to. eat or.drink (wine is fine). 504. Adults only.
8 pm, Urntanan Universalist Congregation of Atlanta,
1911 Qiff Valley Rd.

FILM: ':,ABORTION: PUBLIC ISSUE OR PRIVATE MATTER"
and . ~IO<?RAPHY OF THE UNBORN" for young adults

? a!, DiXie Hills Public Library, 4:30 pm, free.
. t WHALES AND SEALS" (a children's film) at Ida

Williams Public Library. 4 pm.
TV; "Tim~-LaJ?5ePhotography" visits a laboratory specialized

m making time-lapse movies used in medical research
7.:30 pm, ch. 8. '
t',!he Constitution," C?riginatingfrom Independence Hall
Philadelphia, .relives a time that constituted in writing and
In fact, our birth as a nation. 8:30 pm ch 8rAir Cadet"-the problems faced by ~n:ili fught
mstructor when one of his pupils is the brother of a man
whose death he feels reSpOnsible for. Rock Hudson. Gail
Russell, Stephen McNally. (1951) I pm and I am,
tFRIDAY NIGHT FRIGHTS' ch. 17 8 pm.

*"The Hypnotic Eye" -an epiden:ic of beautiful
women. disfIguring themselves leads a detctive to stage
hypnotist who uses volunteers in his act. (1960)
*"The Ghost of Frankenstein" - The' monster nursed
by Dr. Frankenstilin rises up to destory his creator.
Lon Chaney, Jr. (1942). .

t Science Fiction Theater: "War of the Satellites" - A scien-
tist working with rockets for the UN acts strangely and is
found to be controlled by power from outer space for
destruction of the project. Susan Cabot (1958) ch 17
11:30. ' . ,
t"Oper:'-ti?D. Kid Brother': -a famous plastic surgeon and
h~pnotlSt IS tnstrumental m preventing an international
cnrne cartel from blackmailing the world into surrendering
half of its goldsupply. Ch. 2,9 pm.
t"frozen A1i~"-two stie!1tists plan to ,perform the
u1t'!"~te. expe!U'lent, freezmg a human, after proving to
their satisfaction that deep freezing of living beings can
succeed. Ch. 2, 2:35 am.

1BE VILLAGE F1AR, Aupst 4&5. Dodsoa Park
in East Point. AD artists and craftsmen inYite.cl to exhibit.
CaD 766-3073 for more information.

AnANTA OSSECOND ANNUAL CRAFT AND-
HOBBY SHOW, August 4, S, 6. Ctric eeDter. If you are a
craftsman or artist who would like to exhibit your work call
Nancy Hom, 892-1487 (at work 8'3().S) or 493-6739 at ho ....

mGH HOPE COUNTRY FMR, July 28 in
Lawrenceville, Ga. is looking for exhibitOR. Artists
and craftsmen welcomed. Fair takes no percentage of
sales. $2 entry fee. Benefit for Hope High Training Center
(for retarded children). for more information, call Susan
Walker, 963-7230.

SATURDAY, JULY 14
Celebrate BASTILLE DAYl- The Alliance Francaise of Atlanta

celebrates Bastille Day with a ball at the Knights of
Colum~s. Hall, 2620 Buford Highway, NE, 8:30 pm,
$5 admISSion.

'IV: "Burton and Cunico"-Ray Burton and Gino Cunico,
folk rock duo from Sydney, Austrailia, ch. 8, 8 pm.
t Part 2 of discussion with Maharishi Mahesh Yogi ch 8
8:30pm ' ,
t"The Man in the Iron Mask" (1935), Alexandre Dumas'
romantic drama of King Louis XIV of France and his
plot to keep his twin brother from his throne. Stars Louis
Hayward, Joan Bennett, Alan Hale. Ch. 8, 10 pm.
t::Abra~ .Li~f0ln" repeat of July. 1.2,Ch. 8, 12 pm, .
t Atolll1c City -Gene Barry-phYSICISt small son is
cadnapped, 2:05 pm, ch, 2
t"A Thousand Qowns"-Jason Robards, Jr., Barbara
Harris, Great movie, 9 pm, ch. 2.

SUNDAY, JULY 15
Full moon enters Aquarius, 6:15 pm

Meeting and Discussion: The Atlanta Lesbian/Feminist
Alliance (ALF A), 6-8 pm, On transexuality.

CONFERENCE: The International Association of Official
Human Rights Agencies is holding its 25th annual confer-
ence in Atlanta at the Royal Coach Motor Hotel, today
thru' the 20th. Among the speakers are Julian Bond and
Andrew Young.

mGH MUSEUM OF ART: 3'00 pm. FREE!
t"Les Myste~es du Chateau du De"-a film directed by
Man Ray which unfolds as two veiled travelers visit an
elegant villa.
"Ghosts Before Breakfast"-short comedy seemingly
based on the principle of objects rebelling against their
prescribed course.
"Anaemic Cinema"-film is conceived as a series of verbal
and visual puns.
"Spiral Jetty" -mm documents the construction of the
Spiral Jelly by Robert Smithson.
"Christo, Four Works in Progress"-(color 35 min), film
shows Christo wrapping the coast of Australia and other
things.
"Anxious Automation"-fIIm is a visual conception dealing
with reality and non-reality.

TV:"Riot in cell Block II "Prisoners take over a building and
hold 8 guards as hostages while trYing to get their demands
for better prison conditions. Ch. 2, 2 pm.
t"The Scar'<-Bx-con murders doctor to assume his
identity", and is killed by the real doctor's enemies. Ch. i
3'45 pm.
t"Detective Story"-Kirk Douglas. Near psychopathic
determinatino of detective to track doWl1criminals affects
detectives personal life and the prilcint. Ch. 2, 11: 30 pm.
t"Russia Under Stalin" -repeat of July 12, ch. 8, 3'30 pm.
t"Evening At Pops" -Internationally-renowned pianist,
llana Vered, performs "Rhapsody on a Theme of Pagnini
for Piano and Orchestra" with Arthur Fiedler and
Boston Pops. Ch. 8, 8 pm.
t"Stanley & Livingstone" -Spencer Tracy, 1939, ch. 17,
10:30 am.

. t"The Enchanted Forest" - YOUR HOME SHOW. (] 945),
ch. 17;12:30 pm. .
tSUNDA Y MATINEE: "Man Hunt" -An English big game
hunter decides to stalkdtitler as his quarry before WWII,
and ends up being hunted instead. Walter Pidgeon, George
Sanders, Joan Bennett, Roddy McDowall. 1941. Ch. 17,
2 pm.
tCHAMPIONSHIP F1SmNG ,lIUntamecl World."
t"Moontide" -a realistic mm set along southern California
rugged coastline and featuring a sea-fuing man who cares
for a destitute girl. Ida Lupino, Oaude Rains, 1942,
Ch. 12,5 pm

MONDAY;J'!LY 16
Rap session & Film-On black music at Adair Park Public

Library. 2 pm.
'IV: "Blues in the Night" Elia Kazan (1941), ch 1, I pm & am

'''I Was a Male War Bride"--cOrnedy·tale. Cary Grant .
Ann Sheridan, 1949, ch 2, 8 pin. . '
t"Together! A Chuck Mangione Concer"-jazz-rock and
the Rochester Philharmonh: Orchestra. ch. 8, 8 pm.

freakquency presents

MOSE WHITE
JONES *WITCH

sat eveniod
july 11 e

chastain ampitheatre

7:00pnt



Funochio's this past week was
full of two kinds of listeners: The cur-
ious, doubting kind which came to see
what four "chicks" in a rock group
from Los Angeles could do; and the
kind already acquainted with the dy-
namic, pulsating rhythm of Birtha-
four women who can rock as wen as
any male group around.

Through such songs as "Free
Spirito" "Feeling Lonely:' and "Can't
Stop the Madness:' an electric high was
created by the fine instrumentals and
vocals of lead guitarist, Shele; bass
player, Rosemary; Liver on percussion
and Sherry on Keyboards.

nJESDAY,JULY 17

Itaped an hour long interview
with Birtha which will be used on the
women's program at WRFG radio. Re-
cording on the DunhiU label, two al-
bums, Birtha and Can't Stop the Mad-
ness, are already to their credit. They
have been together nearly five years,
Shele and Rosemary having known
each other since early high school.
After hearing their first album early
last faU, Icaught that infectious energy
that "groupies" must possess (oh, good,
Iwas one of those?). Hearing Birtha
live is to feel the weight of what women
can and are doing.

Asked if they were active in the
women's movement, liver replied

'IV: "Caught in the Draft" -Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour,
1941,ch.17,8pm. .
t"1be Best Man", Henry Fonda, Oiff Robertson,
£die Adams. Ch. 2, 8 pm. '
t"Romeo aDd Juliet," ODe of TchailtoYlky's most
popular workds. Edward UDdenberg conducts the French
National 'IV Orchestra. "The Combat of Tancrede
and Oorinde" is a slow, exquisitely danced ballet set to
simple score. ch. 8, 9 pm.
t"The Gay Sisters" (nght on). Barbara StaDwyck, George
Brent, Nancy Coleman, Gig Young, 1942, ch, 17,1 pm,
1'10 am.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 18
Moon enters PiIces, 5'45 am

'IV: "The Wild Seed", ch. 2, 8 pm.
t"Rin-nn-nn" .. vigorous tongue-in-cheek actioner
with Jason Robards, Sr. and ace heavy, Tom Santschi, cit
S. 7:30 pm.

t"naugJlter-of Shanghai"-Anthony Quinn. 1937. Ch. 2,
1'30pn.

tlNGMAR BERGMAN FESTIVAL-UWinter Light"
(l962)-A village pastor, empty of faith and desperately
unloved, reveals his bitter failure to offer spiritual conso-
lation (l~ hours), ch 8, 10 pm.

THURSDAY, JULY 19
1848-First women's rights convention held in Seneca Falls, NY

TV: "Harriet Beecher Stowe"-Cannes Film Festival award-
winner Kitty Winn stars in the title role of this special
adaptation of the hit 19!J3 Broadway play, ch 8, 8 pm.
t"Off-Beat Down-Beats"-jazz sonorities of the Mitchell-
Ruff duo and the intimate piano bar song stylings of
pianist Howell Smith. ch 8,.9'30 pm,
t"Hitler Over Europe"-an ominous restlessness contributed
to the rise and dominance of the Nazis and Adolf Hitler
in Germany. Ch. 8, 7 pm.
"The Bride Comes Home" - Robert Young, Claudette Col-
bert, Fred MacMurray, 1935, ch 2, 1 pm.
t"Bachelor Party"-After a night's carousing at a bache-
ior party, a bookkeeper who has just learned he is about
to become a father witnesses the shallowness of
others' lives and returns home with a deeper appreciation
of his family!! !Don Murray, EG Marshall, 1957, ch 2,
8 pm.
t"The Courageous Mr. Penn' -story of William Penn, the
Quaker founder of Pennsylvania. Deborah Kerr. 194 2,
ch 2, 11'30 pm.

THEATER

"DRUMBEATS IN GEORGIA"-On Jekyll Island. Three act
musi<:alromance with a esst of 65. Nightly except Sunday
at 8:30pm.

"A SATURDAY AFTERNOON IN TAKEMETHERE PARK"
-Nightly at the Georgia State University Student Center
on Courtland St., 2nd floor theater. 7 pm, Mon-Fri.,
2 pm, Sat. Free reservations, call 658-2225.

"NIGHT OF TIlE FROGS"-Callonwalde Theater, 980
Briarcliff Rd. July 12,13, 14, 18,20,23. Tickets $3.

CONCERTS
BLACK OAK ARKANSAS-Sat., July 14,8 pm, Municipal

Auditorium, plus Jo Jo Gunne. '
JOE PHILLIPS-Thursday, July 12; 8:30 pm. Symphony Hall

of the Memorial Arts Center.en SUMMER JAZZ FESTIVAL-featuring Esther Philips,
Milt Jackson, Hubert Laws, Hank Crawford, Johnny
Hammond, Eric Gale, Ron Carter, Jack DeJ~hnetter, Bob
James Ralph McDonald, en Strings, Frankie Crocker,
M.C.-'Sat., July 21, Municipal Auditorium.

ISAAC HAYES, JOHNNY TAYLOR, the BAR KAYS- Monday,
July 16,8:30 pm, Omni. ,

SHOAL CREEK PARK BLUE GRASS FESTIV AL- Lavonia,
Georgia. July 21-29. ",
tJuly 21-Lewis Family, Benny Martin, Georgia Enghsh,
Betty Fisher and the Tar Heel
t July 22-Osborne Brothers, the Lewis Family, and
Betty Fisher.
tJuly 27- The Country Gentlemen, the Shenandoah Cut-
ups, Clyde Moody, Kenny Baker, Betty Fisher.
tJuly 28-Bill Monroe, Doc and Merle Watson, Reno
Harrill, James Monroe
t July 29-Charles Moore, the Sullivan Family ..

BECK BOGERT & APPICE-July 16, Mon, 8 pm, Municipal
Auditorium

THREE DOG NIGHT -July 29, Omni
CHEECH AND CHONG-Symphony Hall, Aug. 24.
CHAMBER MUSIC-Emory U., Glen Memorial Auditorium,

July 10,8:15 pm
ATLANTA EMORY ORCHESTRA-Rehearsa1s, July 11, 18,

and 23 Glen Memorial Auditorium, 7: 30 pm
SING-IN-William Lemonds conducts, Glen Memorial

Auditorium, Emory U

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

.WHERE TO BUY A BIRD

july 16. 1913-31

"We're not really political." But as
Sherry and others in the group comm-
ented, Birtha is part of the movement
because they exist and are living what
the women's movement is about. To
feel the souls of these four women in
their own music is to feel the capacity
of women to create and excel. And in
the male-dominated field of rock
Birtha certainly has.

Isomehow wanted to exchange
more than admiration for what they
have gotten together. Perhaps it'S' the
thing of people feeling they reaUy
know performers through their music
and wanting to give back some of that
knowing in return. What one realizes
is that there are many facets to the per-
former and to understand the music is
not necessarily to know the musician.
Birtha is multi-dimensioned. On stage
they take you where their music is at
and it's all feeling. Birtha is together.
Birtha is creative energy. Birtha is four
women.

-coneen

CLUBS
Richard's-July 12-14, STORIES, MOSE JONES; July 16-21,

NITZINGER, LEE PICKENS GROUP; July 21-28 CACTUS,
BACHMEN TURNER, OVERDRIVE. July 300Aug. 4, •
LYNYRD SKYNYRD; Aug. 6-8, FENNY, NAV ASO!'O

12th Gate-July 13, 14,16,21, nME;July 23·28, LEITH
SYKES with THE PRiTCHERD AVE BAND. July
3O-Aug.4 GERY BERTS with NEW TRooPE.

Mad Hatter in Underground-July 10, CISCO. July 19,
BROfHER BAl. July 16&lQ, ALBATROSS. '

Front Page-July 9-14, YOUNGUNS. July 16-21, CHOICE.
Scarlet O'Hara's-July 9-14, TAXI.
Funochio's-July 12, WRTIlA; KUDZU, July 12, 13.
Jerry Lewis Cinema (In Mableton)-July 12, KUDZU. July 13,

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT.

-SUb.ribe
iEXTRA I

thts week oohtwo tteketj'to
atlant8.!s first

MULTI-
MEDIA

ROCK FEST
(See Ad on Page 25)

WIth a new sub
57.00 per year (51 issues)
51.50 for 10 issues
52.00 for prisoners

Name .

Address . :.

City : State ...............................•

Zip Code .

EMORY AREA
Morningstar Inn, 1451 Oxford
Downstairs, 1451 Oxford
Vinage Bookstore, 1435 Oxford
Jau4lJ'~Em.ory Vp.1agc

Look For. the Bird Venc:linl Machines All Around Town·

DOWNTOWN OTHER LOCATIONS
Southern News 672 Peachtree , B. Dalton Bookseller, 2030 Perimeter Mall
Tunbuktu 887'Hunter Franklin Music, 2272 Perimeter Mall
Bookwo.m, 92 Forsyth Ansley Mall Bookstore, 1544 Piedmont
Kicks and Lids, 70 FDrsyth Tape Exchange, 3340 Clairmont, NE
Phoenix Bookstore, 45 Edgewood Crabtree, 74 South-DeKalb Mall

1 Militant Bookstore, 68 Peachtree Southern News and Coin, 818 Gordon
.• Laundromat, 101 Peachtree Emmaus, 1017 Capitol Ave.

Mother's Music 1100 Peachtre~' Eller's Newstand, 4897 Jonesboro, Rd, Forest Pk
• The Great Speckled Bird, 956 Juniper 'Great Southeastern Music HaD, Broadview Plaza

Mushroom, 2034 Headland, East Point
BUCKHEAD The Joint, 509 Memorial Dr.-,~Olft:.
Discount Records, 3179 Peachtree
FM Light Co., 3105 Roswell,
Budget Tapes and Records, 3097 P'tree
Comes the Sun, 3027 Peachtree

*Bulk Distributors-Birdsellers can get papers
at 13~ each-minimum of 5.

Return this coupon.!'!th your check or money order to:o THE GREAT SPECKLED BIRD
P. O. Box 7847Atlanta Geonria 30309
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PROFILE: AL II\()()IV~~
On Monday, July 23, the Bird will be holding a

. music benefit for itself at the Great Southeast Music
Hall. The featured performers are "Sounds of the
South" recording artists Mose Jones and Lynyrd
Skynyrd, along with Al Kooper, the record company's
founder and producer. This article is intended to pro-
file these people through a brief introduction and the
inclusion of excerpts from an interview I did with Al
last weekend. We are also including some additional
excerpts from an old interview Al did with the Bird
in 1969, because he said it is a personal favorite.

-moe
* * * * * *

MOSE JONES is a very popular, long-time
Atlanta band whose first album Get Right is the ini-
tial offering of the "Sounds of the South" label. The
group is composed of Randy Lewis on bass, Jimmy
O'Neill on guitar, Steve McRay on keyboards, and.
Bryan Cole on drums. They all share the vocal work.
Mose Jones' music strikes a balance between a straight,
hard blues/rock style and a versatile, song-oriented
style, where structure is more important than intensity.
The difference, in essence, can be heard on Get Right
between the songs "It's a Whole Lot of Fun" and
"Old Man Trouble." The group recently completed a
successful tour which took them to Max's Kansas City
in New York, and the Whiskey-A-Go-Go in Los
Angeles. They are nowworking on their second album.

LYNYRD SKYNYRD may be about the
most representatively Southern hard rock band
around. They play music that one friend called "fun-
ctional, aimed solely at the guts and feet." They live
in Florida, and have played extensively throughout
the Southeast. They have just completed their first
album, which should be available in about a month.

AL KOOPER has a music biography which
would be impossible to detail here. But most people
are familiar with him from some musical period of
their lives, whether it be when he played with (to
name a few) Dylan, the Blues Project, Blood, Sweat
& Tears, the Super Sessions, The Rolling Stones, or
from his solo albums. Early this year, Al founded
"Sounds of the South" Records in Atlanta with a dis-
tribution agreement to MCA Records. He produced
both Mose Jones' Get Right and Lynyrd Skynyrds'
new album for the label. Most recently, Al was in-
volved in the reformation of The Blues Project, the
legendary late-Six ties New York group of which he was
a member, for a special series of concerts in that city.
The concerts were recorded live for an album to be
released soon on Sounds of the South.

* * * * * *

AL TALKS ABOUT ....
SOUNDS OF THE SOUTH RECORDS:

, ' ... Part of the deal with MCA is that we
never have more than five acts on the label at one
time. That's so we can concentrate fully on each act.
Also, part of the deal is that I be involved in the pro-

duction of all the records in some way, shape, or
form "

" The whole point of the label was that as a
"Yankee come South," I felt that there was an in-
credible amount of good music here that people all
over the country aren't aware of. I wanted to put this
label together so that people could hear that parti-
cular music. I've already deviated from it with The
Blues Project album, but I'll attempt not to as much
as possible. The reason we did that album was that the
Blues Project never had control of any of their prod-
uct-of the recording, of the mixing, of the packaging-
we had no say in what was released on us at all. So we
snatched this chance for us, where we could finally
put out a record we were proud of. It was easiest-
to do it this way, and release it on Sounds of tire
South ... "

MOSE JONES' ALBUM:
" ... The album came at a strange time in their

existence. They were in between personnel (Ed. note:
They were changing keyboard players). They needed
material and they needed help in planning their al-
bum :'1 made available to them about fifty pieces of
material and let them pick whatever they wanted. So
on the album there are tunes they had played in the
studio for only the first time. Then it was up to me to
direct them and make it sound like a finished product,
which in essence it wasn't; they hadn't had time to
live with the material and play it as much as their
older, original songs on the album. So their first al-
bum was half them and half me. But the next album
will be 7/8 them and only 1/8 me, because they have
been writing voraciously to solve the problem of
material. Their next album might be entirely original
songs ... "

" ... Not only have they written tremendously
since the first album, but they have come together
tremendously as a group since then. I just went on
tour with the band to New York and L.A., and I got
to hear them alot-I even mixed the sound for them
on the tour. So I really know the band inside-out now,
whereas I really didn't know it inside-out before the
tour ... "

" .. .I didn't want to go in and cut another
blues/rock band. I didn't see the sense in that even

when I signed Mose. I thought they had tremendous
potential. But I didn't want to go in and do an album
of songs like "Hootchie Coothie Man" and "Got my
Mojo Workin ", because the band is far better than
that. There's two sides; for lack of a better descrip-
tion there's sort of a "Ten Year's After" side of the
band, and there's an "Argent" side of the band. The
next album's going to be more of an "Argent" album,
because that's the way they're writing. They're drift.
ing away from the blues, but they're very influenced
by the blues; so what's coming out is an entirely
original album ... "
PERFORMING:

" ... As with me, Mose's live shows don't re-'
fleet their records per se. When I play live, I just play
rock and roll. But when I make a record it isn't really
rock and roll. I think of it as a collection of songs.
But when people come to a club, they want to hear
rock and roll, so that's what they get. Every once
in a while, I'll play solo with just a piano and acoustic
guitar, which is more a reflection of my albums.
But if you do that in a place like Richards' or
Runochio's, you'd put an audience to sleep.

With Mose it's the same thing. If people would
sit down and listen to them, I'm sure they'd change
their show, and it would sound like their next album's
going to sound. But while people are yelling out
"Boogie" and taking reds, I think they'll continue to
play like they play on stage. But I don't think their
live show would make a valid Mose Jones record ... "

The foUowing exerpt is from an inteview con-
ducted with AI Kooper by Bird writer Don Speicher
at a press conference on June 24,1969 before the 1st
Atlanta International Pop Festival.

OS: We've been talking about a lot of social
and political things. How does that tie in with your
music?

K: I ain't Phil Ochs. I ain't Phil Ochs. What I
enjoy most is R & B music and soul music and my
music is just the sick white imitation that's become a
style. But that-music is just concerned with "I Love
You" and "You Love Me," and just the coolest and the
most honest way that you can say it. I can't really
combine politics and music in a meaningful way ...
I don't know what to think, man. My press image is
that I'm a hard-to-get-with egomaniac which is not
near the truth. I know who's buying my records and
who's 90t buying them. That's why I'd like to have a
hit single, to reach more people.

OS: Do you think that kind of thing has an
effect?

K: There's more 20-year-old people who know
my name than 13-year-old people; like I like it to be
the same. I'd like to reach as many people as I could.
Cause naturally, like everybody else, I believe in
what I'm doing. I think that like my music is more
commercially oriented than the Greatful Dead, so I
have a better chance at doing it.

OS: Why do you want to reach more people?
K: I just think that they're listening to shitty

music and I want them to listen to what I think is
better music. I'm selfish. I believe in what I'm doing.

OS: That thing in "Line Her Nodes" where you
talk about Muddy Waters-about doing so much in
the same place.

K: What can I do? I'm a middle class Jew.
OS: Well, like I didn't really know what you

meant.
K: I meant Less is More, basically. Cause I'm

not real like Muddy Waters is real. I mean maybe a
hundred years from now people will say, well, he was
real. But Muddy Waters is real. That's it, man. He
didn't cop from anybody. That was him. And this is
me, but I've copped from so many people that I'm
just the sum of all my influences. It's not really me.
It's all the other people. If you ever sat down with me
and dissected a record I made, I could show you
where everything came from. I live with that. I know
that. ..

'L to R: Al Kooper, friend Guy, Kris Kristofferson, Randy Lewis"


